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Operating Test Number: NRC-ILO-16-01
Describe activity to be performed

JPA-102-(R)N18
2018 NRC A1-a (RO) Verification of Operator
Watchstanding Certification.
JPA-081E-(R)N18
2018 NRC A1-b (RO) Operational Leak Rate Test
without IPCS available.
JPA-40A-(R)N18
2018 NRC A2 (RO) Review a tagout prior to approval.
JPA-815-(R)N18
2018 NRC A3 (RO) Determine worker exposure and
apply administrative exposure limit.

Not selected for RO.

NOTE: All items (five total) are required for SROs. RO applicants require only four items
unless they are retaking only the administrative topics (which would require all five
items).
* Type Codes & Criteria:

(C)ontrol room, (S)imulator, or Class(R)oom
(D)irect from bank (≤ 3 for ROs; ≤ 4 for SROs & RO retakes)
(N)ew or (M)odified from bank (≥ 1)
(P)revious 2 exams (≤ 1; randomly selected)
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JPM SUMMARY STATEMENTS
CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS (A1-a): This is a NEW JPM. The candidate will be given a
watchstanding history which will include non-licensed operator and partial licensed watches and
will be required to determine the minimum number of hours, and the latest date by which they
must be stood, to maintain an active license.
K/A:

2.1.4

Knowledge of individual licensed operator responsibilities
related to shift staffing, such as medical requirements, “nosolo” operation, maintenance of active license status, 10cfr55,
etc. (RO 3.3)

CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS (A1-b): This is a MODIFICATION of an existing JPM. The
candidate will be given plant data and will be required to use a procedure to calculate an RCS
leakrate.
K/A:

2.1.20

Ability to interpret and execute procedure steps. (RO 4.6)

K/A

2.1.25

Ability to interpret reference materials, such as graphs,
curves, tables, etc. (RO 3.9)

VCS Task: O-002-001-02-01 PERFORM REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM WATER
INVENTORY BALANCE
EQUIPMENT CONTROL (A2): This is a MODIFICATION of an existing JPM. The candidate
will be given a completed SAP-201, Attachment VIC tagout sheet and will be required to
determine the adequacy of the boundary to perform work. The candidate will be required to
determine if a mode change can be performed with this tagout in place.
K/A:

2.2.13

Knowledge of tagging and clearance procedures. (RO 4.1)

VCS Task: O-115-148-03-04 GENERATE TAGOUTS AND ENCLOSURES
RADIATION CONTROL (A3): This is a NEW JPM. The candidate will be given a survey map
and a dose history. The candidate will locate a location which provides the least dose and
determine that an extension to administrative dose limits will be required.
K/A:

2.3.4

Knowledge of radiation exposure limits under normal or
emergency conditions. (RO 3.2)

VCS Task: O-119-008-04-04 APPLY RADIATION AND CONTAMINATION SAFETY
PROCEDURES
EMERGENCY PLAN (A4):

Not selected for RO.
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SRO
Type
Code*

NR

NR

NR

PDR

NR

Operating Test Number:

NRC-ILO-16-01

Describe activity to be performed
JPA-102-(S)N18
2018 NRC A1-a (SRO) Verification of Senior
Licensed Operator watchstanding Certification.
JPA-135-(S)N18
2018 A1-b (SRO) Determine reportability
requirements.
JPA-041B-(S)N18
2018 A2 (SRO) Evaluate the operational impact of a
change in EOOS Status.
JPA-190-(S)N18
2018 A3 (SRO) Review a release permit prior to
approval/ release
JPA-1008-(S)N18
2018 A4 (SRO) Determine Protective Action
Recommendations

NOTE: All items (five total) are required for SROs. RO applicants require only four items
unless they are retaking only the administrative topics (which would require all five
items).
* Type Codes & Criteria:

(C)ontrol room, (S)imulator, or Class(R)oom
(D)irect from bank (≤ 3 for ROs; ≤ 4 for SROs & RO retakes)
(N)ew or (M)odified from bank (≥ 1)
(P)revious 2 exams (≤ 1; randomly selected)
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JPM SUMMARY STATEMENTS
CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS (A1-a): This is a NEW JPM. The candidate will be given
watchstanding history for three licensed SROs and determine which met the requirements for
maintaining an active license.
K/A:

2.1.4

Knowledge of individual licensed operator responsibilities
related to shift staffing, such as medical requirements, “nosolo” operation, maintenance of active license status,
10CFR55, etc. (SRO 3.8)

VCS Task: O-341-038-03-02 INTERPRET AND ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH PLANT
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES DURING NORMAL AND
OFF NORMAL PLANT OPERATIONS.
CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS (A1-b): This is NEW JPM. The candidate will be given a
scenario in which a Feedwater trips and an Emergency Feedwater actuation occurs. The
candidate will be required to determine the site reportability requirement and who in
management must be apprised of the event.
K/A:

2.1.18

Ability to make accurate, clear, and concise logs, records,
status boards, and reports. (SRO 3.8)

VCS Task: O-341-013-03-02 REPORT SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS AND REPORTABLE
OCCURRENCES PER NL-122

EQUIPMENT CONTROL (A2): This is a NEW JPM. The candidate will be given a IPCS screen
shot of EOOS and determine that a Yellow FEP risk exists due to a tagout of “C” Service Water
Pump. The candidate will then determine that a requirement exists to place the unit in Hot
Standby if the pump cannot be restored to service within 30 days.
K/A:

2.2.17

Knowledge of the process for managing maintenance
activities during power operations, such as risk assessments,
work prioritization, and coordination with the transmission
system operator. (SRO 4.3)

VCS Task: O-342-002-03-02 COORDINATE PLANT OPERATION TO SUPPORT
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES.
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RADIATION CONTROL (A3): This JPM is a BANK JPM used on the 2017 NRC exam. The
candidate will be given a partially completed SOP-119, ATTACHMENT VA release work sheet
and HPP-709, ATTACHMENT I, Gaseous Waste Release Permit and will determine the
conditions that prevent commencing the release.
K/A:

2.3.6

Ability to approve release permits. (SRO 3.8)

VCS Task: O-341-012-03-02 APPROVE RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISCHARGE/RELEASE
PERMITS (HPP-709 AND HPP-710)
EMERGENCY PLAN (A4): This is a NEW JPM. The candidate will be given conditions in a
General Emergency that include a Hostile Action and will determine the required Protective
Action Recommendations.
K/A:

2.4.40

Knowledge of the SRO's responsibilities in emergency plan
implementation. (SRO 4.5

VCS Task: O-344-003-03-02 PERFORM REQUIRED NOTIFICATIONS OF ON-SITE AND
OFF-SITE PERSONNEL FOR ABNORMAL EVENTS
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Facility: _____V.C.Summer Unit 1
Exam Level: RO

SRO-I

Date of Examination:
SRO-U

Operating Test No:

6/4/2018_
NRC-ILO-16-01

Control Room Systems:* 8 for RO; 7 for SRO-I; 2 or 3 for SRO-U
System / JPM Title

Type Code*

Safety
Function

System 006: Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) (JPS-001F-N18)
a. Manually actuate Safety Injection and perform EOP-1.0, E-0 Attachment 3
following a Small Break LOCA with failure of both Charging pumps to start.

N,A,EN,L,S

2

M,A,L,S

3

D,A,L,S

4P

D,L,P,S

4S

N,L,S

6

D,S

7

M,S

8

D,EN,A,L,P,S

9

D,A,E

1

D,E,L,P

4S

N,R

8

b.

APE027: Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction
(JPS-002F-N18)
Stop RCPs per EOP-1.1, ES-0.1 to mitigate a stuck open PZR spray valve
following a reactor trip.
EPE074: Inadequate Core Cooling (JPS-003F-N18)

c. Start RCPs in EOP-14.0, FR-C.1 due to core exit temperature greater than
1200°F. No RCP can be started and all PZR PORVs and Reactor Head
vent valves are opened.
W/E 13: Steam Generator Overpressure (JPS-004-N18)
d. Respond to Steam Generator Overpressure per EOP-15.1, FR-H.2. Must
use SG PORVs since the condenser is not available.
System 062: A.C. Electrical Distribution (JPS-005-N18)
e. Restore an ESF bus using transformer XTF-5052 and procedure SOP-304
as referenced by EOP-6.0, ECA-0.0, during a loss of all ESF AC power.
System 015: Nuclear Instrumentation System (JPS-006-N18)
f. Respond to power range Instrumentation channel N-44 fail low with rod
control in automatic.
g.

System 008: Component Cooling Water System (JPS-007-N18)
Swap active CCW loops during normal full power operations.

W/E 16: High Containment Radiation (JPS-008F-N18)
h Align RB HEPA filters using EOP-17.2 following a high containment
radiation condition post LOCA.
In-Plant Systems* (3 for RO); (3 for SRO-I); (3 or 2 for SRO-U)
System 001: Control Rod Drive System (JPP-0009F-N18)
i

j

Locally Trip the Reactor using EOP-13.0, FR-S.1. The trip breakers don’t
open locally requiring MG set motor breakers to be opened locally.
APE040; Steam Line Rupture (JPP-010-N18)
Locally de-energize and close MS Loop “B” and “C“ supplies to the Turbine
Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump per EOP-3.0, E-2.

k System 033: Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (JPP-011-N18)
Fill Spent Fuel Pool using Rx M/U water in accordance with SOP-123.
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* All RO and SRO-I control room (and in-plant) systems must be different and serve different safety functions; all
five SRO-U systems must serve different safety functions; in-plant systems and functions may overlap those
tested in the control room.

* Type Codes

Criteria for RO / SRO-I / SRO-U

RO

(A)lternate path
(C)ontrol room

4-6 / 4-6 / 2-3

(D)irect from bank

≤9/≤8/≤4

6

(E)mergency or abnormal in-plant

≥1/≥1/≥1

2

(EN)gineered safety feature

≥ 1 / ≥ 1 / ≥ 1 (control room system)

2

(L)ow-Power / Shutdown

≥1/≥1/≥1

7

(N)ew or (M)odified from bank including 1(A)

≥2/≥2/≥1

5

(P)revious 2 exams

≤ 3 / ≤ 3 / ≤ 2 (randomly selected)

3

(R)CA

≥1/≥1/≥1

1

5

(S)imulator

VC SUMMER NRC RO JPM SUMMARY
a. This is a new JPM. This JPM starts with the plant having just experienced a Small Break LOCA
and a failure of Safety Injection to actuate automatically. The Candidate will be told that immediate
actions of EOP-1.0, E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection have been completed through step 3 and
they are to commence by performing immediate action 4. They will determine that Safety Injection
is required and will manually actuate Safety Injection and then will perform EOP-1.0, Attachment
3, SI Equipment Verification. Train “A” Safety Injection will actuate and Train B Safety Injection will
not actuate. The Train “A” Charging/SI pump will experience a sheared shaft while the Train B
Charging/SI pump will not start due to the Train “B” SI fail to actuate. The Candidate must
manually align Train “B” equipment and it will be critical for them to start the Train “B” Charging/SI
pump. The JPM is considered alternate path due to the failure of Train “B” equipment to start in
response to the Safety Injection signal which will require the operator to take manual action.
K/A000006A2.12: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the ECCS; and (b) based on those predictions,
use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences
of those malfunctions or operations: Conditions requiring
actuation of ECCS. (RO 4.5 SRO 4.8)
NUREG 1122 System: 006, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
VCS Task: O-006-013-01-01, MANUALLY INITIATE SAFETY INJECTION
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b. This is a modified bank JPM. The JPM begins with the plant having tripped from 100%
power. The Candidate will be told that the crew have transitioned to EOP-1.1, ES-0.1
Reactor Trip Response and have completed steps 1 through 7. The initiating cue to the
Candidate will be to perform EOP-1.1 beginning at step 8, verify all Control Rods are fully
inserted. Once the Candidate commences the performance of EOP-1.1 PZR spray valve
PCV-444C will fail partially open causing PZR pressure to slowly lower. The Candidate will
recognize PZR pressure is not stable or trending to 2230 psig at step 11 and will take
alternative action beginning with a check of PZR PORVs closed and a check that PZR spray
valves are closed. Attempts to close Spray valve PCV-444C will be unsuccessful and the
Candidate will stop the “A” RCP and then will stop the “C” RCP. The JPM is considered
alternate path due to the failure of the Pressurizer Spray valves to close when the operator
attempts to close them which requires the stopping of RCPs.
K/A 027AA1.01: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the
Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunctions: PZR heaters, sprays, and
PORVs. (RO 4.0 SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 APE: 027, Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction.
VCS Task: O-000-509-05-02, RECOVER FROM REACTOR TRIP PER EOP-1.1
c. This is a bank JPM. Initial conditions for the JPM are a LOCA with a red path condition on the
Core Cooling critical safety function and EOP-14.0, FR-C.1 RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE
CORE COOLING in progress. The Candidate will receive the initiating cue to perform Step
22 of EOP-14.0, check if RCPs should be started. The Narrow Range level in the Steam
Generators will only support start of the “A” RCP. The “A” RCP will fail to start and the
Candidate must apply Alternative Actions and open all PZR PORVs and Reactor Head Vent
valves. The JPM is considered alternate path because the available RCP fails to start which
requires opening of RCS vents in order to stimulate some core cooling.
K/A 074EA1.05: Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to Inadequate
Core Cooling: PORV. (RO 4.3 SRO 4.1)
NUREG 1122 EPE: 074, Inadequate Core Cooling.
VCS Task: O-000-088-05-01, RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE CORE COOLING PER
SOP-122/EOP-12.0/EOP-2.0/EOP-14.0.
d. This is a revised bank JPM. Initial conditions for the JPM are reactor tripped from 100%
power and a yellow path condition exists on the heat sink critical safety function. The
Candidate will receive the initiating cue to implement EOP-15.1, FR-H.2 RESPONSE TO
STEAM GENERATOR OVERPRESSURE. The candidate uses EOP-15.1 to address high
pressure in the “B” SG. The feedwater flow isolation valves to the “B” SG failed to close
automatically and will require the operator to close at least one valve to prevent potential SG
overfill. The candidate will then proceed to depressurize the “B” Steam Generator using the
SG PORV and will then control RCS temperature according to EOP-1.1, ES-0.1 REACTOR
TRIP RESPONSE.
K/A W/E13EA1.1: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the
(Steam Generator Overpressure): Components, and functions of control
and safety systems, including instrumentation, signals, interlocks, failure
modes, and automatic and manual features. (RO: 3.1, SRO: 3.3)
K/A W/E13EA2.1: Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the
(Steam Generator Overpressure): Facility conditions and selection of
appropriate procedures during abnormal and emergency operations. (RO
2.9 SRO 3.4)
NUREG 1122 W/E: E13, Steam Generator Overpressure.
VCS Task: O-000-092-05-01, RESPOND TO STEAM GENERATOR OVERPRESSURE
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PER EOP-15.1/EOP-12.0.
e. This is a new JPM. The JPM begins with both 7.2 KV ESF Safety Busses de-energized. The
Train “B” bus is faulted and the Train “A” Diesel Generator failed to start either automatically or
manually. A single offsite power source is available. The Candidate will be directed by the CRS to
restore power to the Train “A” ESF bus using the 13.8 KV Parr Hydro line and XTF-5052. The
Candidate will be directed to use SOP-304, 115KV/7.2KV OPERATIONS in accordance with the
alternative action step 6.a of EOP-6.0, ECA-0.0 LOSS OF ALL ESF AC POWER. The candidate
will align the Parr Hydro 13.8 KV line via XTF-5052 to energize the Train “A” ESF bus.
K/A000062A2.05: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the ac distribution system; and (b) based on those
predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the
consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Methods for
energizing a dead bus (RO 2.9 SRO 3.3)
NUREG 1122 System: 062, AC Electrical Distribution
VCS Task: O-000-055-05-01, RESPOND TO LOSS OF OFF SITE AND ON SITE POWER
f.

This is a revision to a bank JPM. Initial conditions are 75% power all controls in automatic. The
Candidate will be directed to respond to any developing plant conditions. Power Range NI
channel N-44 will fail low causing auto rod withdrawal. The candidate will place rods in Manual
and proceed to remove N-44 from service using AOP-401.10, POWER RANGE CHANNEL
FAILURE.
K/A 000015A2.01: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the NIS; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations: Power supply loss or erratic operation.
(RO 3.5, SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 System: 015, Nuclear Instrumentation System.
VCS Task: O-000-034-05-01, RESPOND TO POWER RANGE INSTUMENTATION
CHANNEL FAILURE

g.

This is a modified bank JPM. The initial conditions for this JPM have the “C” CCW Pump
aligned to Train “B” in preparation for swapping the active loop from Train “A” to Train “B”
using SOP-118 COMPONENT COOLING WATER. The Candidate will place the “B” CCW
Pump in service then perform valve manipulations to remove flow from the “B” RHR Heat
Exchanger and the Train “A” non-essential header and to align flow to the Train “B” nonessential header The critical steps are Starting the “B” CCW pump, closing flow to the “B”
RHR Heat exchanger and aligning the non-essential header to Train “B” only.
K/A 000008A4.01: Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: CCW
indications and controls (RO: 3.3, SRO: 3.1)
NUREG 1122 System: 008, Component Cooling Water System (CCWS)
VCS Task: O-008-021-01-01 SWITCH COMPONENT COOLING WATER TRAINS PER
SOP-117/SOP-118/SOP-501
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h. This is a bank JPM that has been revised. The initial conditions for this JPM are a yellow path
condition on the Containment Critical safety function due to high radiation levels following a
DBA LOCA. The CRS will direct the Candidate to implement EOP-17.2, RESPONSE TO HIGH
REACTOR BUILDING RADIATION LEVEL. The Candidate will place all RBCU HEPA filter
dampers in the filter position but XDP-110A, RBCU 64A HEPA and XDP-111B, RBCU 65B HEPA
Filter Bypass Dampers will remain in the bypassed position. The 64A RBCU fan will be running
thus the Candidate will be required to start the 65A RBCU. In addition the 64B RBCU failed to
auto start and will require the operator to stop the 64B Normal fan and manually start the 64B
slow fan to assure adequate HEPA filtration in service. The JPM is considered alternate path
because the HEPA filters fail to properly align which requires the operator to take manual action to
align filtration.
K/A W/E16EA1.1: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to
the (High Containment Radiation): Components, and functions of
control and safety systems, including instrumentation, signals,
interlocks, failure modes, and automatic and manual features.
(RO 3.1 SRO 3.2)
NUREG 1122 W/E: E16, High Containment Radiation.
VCS Task: O-311-018-06-01, RESPONSE TO HIGH RB RADIATION.
i.

This is a bank JPM. The initial conditions for this JPM are an ATWS. The CRS will direct the
Candidate to implement EOP-13.0, FR-S.1 RESPONSE TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION, Attachment 1-TRIPPING THE REACTOR LOCALLY. The Candidate will attempt
to locally open the Reactor Trip and Bypass breakers but they will not open. Next the Candidate
will attempt to open Rod Drive MG set motor and generator breakers and they also will not open.
Finally the Candidate will open the 480 volt supply breakers to both Rod Drive MG set motors.
The JPM is considered alternate path because the action to locally open Reactor Trip breakers
fails which requires the Candidate to open the MG set motor supply breakers.
K/A 029EA1.12: Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they
apply to the ATWS: Actions contained in EOP for ATWS (RO 4.4
SRO 4.7)
K/A 029EA1.12: Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to a
ATWS: M/G set power supply and reactor trip breakers (RO 4.1
SRO 4.0)
NUREG 1122 EPE: 029, Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
VCS Task: O-000-117-05-04 RESPOND TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION

j.

This is a bank JPM. This JPM was randomly selected and was last used in the 2016 NRC
exam. The Candidate will be directed to de-energize and locally close and the MS Loop “B”
and “C” supplies to the turbine driven Emergency Feedwater pump in accordance with EOP3.0, E-2 FAULTED STEAM GENERATOR ISOLATION.
K/A: 040AA1.10: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the Steam
Line Rupture: AFW system (RO: 4.1, SRO: 4.1)
NUREG 1122 APE: 040, Steam Line Rupture.
VCS Task: O-000-169-05-04, LOCALLY ISOLATE A FAULTED STEAM GENERATOR
PER EOP-3.0.
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k. This is a new JPM. The initial conditions for the JPM are 100% power with Spent Fuel Pool
level at 461.1 ft., which is below the Tech Spec 3.7.10 limit in accordance with OAP-106.1,
OPERATING ROUNDS. The candidate will be directed to raise Spent Fuel Pool level to 461.8
ft using SOP-123, SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEM. The Candidate will simulate lining up
the Reactor Makeup Water flowpath to the Spent Fuel Pool and will raise level to the desired
value.
K/A: 000033A1.01: Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent
exceeding design limits) associated with Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System operating the controls including: Spent Fuel Pool Water Level
(RO: 2.7, SRO: 3.3)
NUREG 1122 System: 033, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System.
VCS Task: O-033-002-01-04, MAKEUP TO THE SPENT FUEL POOL PER SOP-123.
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Date of Examination:
SRO-U

Operating Test No:

6/4/2018
NRC-ILO-16-01

Control Room Systems:* 8 for RO; 7 for SRO-I; 2 or 3 for SRO-U
System / JPM Title

Type Code*

Safety
Function

System 006: Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) (JPS-001F-N18)
a. Manually actuate Safety Injection and perform EOP-1.0, E-0 Attachment 3
following a Small Break LOCA with failure of both Charging pumps to start.

N,A,EN,L,S

2

M,A,L,S

3

D,A,L,S

4P

D,L,P,S

4S

N,L,S

6

System 015: Nuclear Instrumentation System (JPS-006-N18)
f. Respond to power range Instrumentation channel N-44 fail low with rod
control in automatic.

D,S

7

g.

NA

NA

D,EN,A,L,P,S

9

D,A,E

1

D,E,L,P

4S

N,R

8

b.

APE027: Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction
(JPS-002F-N18)
Stop RCPs per EOP-1.1, ES-0.1 to mitigate a stuck open PZR spray valve
following a reactor trip.
EPE074: Inadequate Core Cooling (JPS-003F-N18)

c. Start RCPs in EOP-14.0, FR-C.1 due to core exit temperature greater than
1200°F. No RCP can be started and all PZR PORVs and Reactor Head
vent valves are opened.
W/E 13: Steam Generator Overpressure (JPS-004-N18)
d. Respond to Steam Generator Overpressure per EOP-15.1, FR-H.2. Must
use SG PORVs since the condenser is not available.
System 062: A.C. Electrical Distribution (JPS-005-N18)
e. Restore an ESF bus using transformer XTF-5052 and procedure SOP-304
as referenced by EOP-6.0, ECA-0.0, during a loss of all ESF AC power.

Not for SRO-I use.

W/E 16: High Containment Radiation (JPS-008F-N18)
h Align RB HEPA filters using EOP-17.2 following a high containment
radiation condition post LOCA.
In-Plant Systems* (3 for RO); (3 for SRO-I); (3 or 2 for SRO-U)
System 001: Control Rod Drive System (JPP-0009F-N18)
i

Locally Trip the Reactor using EOP-13.0, FR-S.1. The trip breakers don’t
open locally requiring MG set motor breakers to be opened locally.

j

APE040; Steam Line Rupture (JPP-010-N18)
Locally de-energize and close MS Loop “B” and “C“ supplies to the Turbine
Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump per EOP-3.0, E-2.

k System 033: Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (JPP-011-N18)
Fill Spent Fuel Pool using Rx M/U water in accordance with SOP-123.
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* All RO and SRO-I control room (and in-plant) systems must be different and serve different safety functions; all
five SRO-U systems must serve different safety functions; in-plant systems and functions may overlap those
tested in the control room.

* Type Codes

Criteria for RO / SRO-I / SRO-U

SRO-I

(A)lternate path
(C)ontrol room

4-6 / 4-6 / 2-3

5

(D)irect from bank

≤9/≤8/≤4

6

(E)mergency or abnormal in-plant

≥1/≥1/≥1

2

(EN)gineered safety feature

≥ 1 / ≥ 1 / ≥ 1 (control room system)

2

(L)ow-Power / Shutdown

≥1/≥1/≥1

7

(N)ew or (M)odified from bank including 1(A)

≥2/≥2/≥1

4

(P)revious 2 exams

≤ 3 / ≤ 3 / ≤ 2 (randomly selected)

3

(R)CA

≥1/≥1/≥1

1

(S)imulator

VC SUMMER NRC RO JPM SUMMARY
a. This is a new JPM. This JPM starts with the plant having just experienced a Small Break LOCA
and a failure of Safety Injection to actuate automatically. The Candidate will be told that immediate
actions of EOP-1.0, E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection have been completed through step 3 and
they are to commence by performing immediate action 4. They will determine that Safety Injection
is required and will manually actuate Safety Injection and then will perform EOP-1.0, Attachment
3, SI Equipment Verification. Train “A” Safety Injection will actuate and Train B Safety Injection will
not actuate. The Train “A” Charging/SI pump will experience a sheared shaft while the Train B
Charging/SI pump will not start due to the Train “B” SI fail to actuate. The Candidate must
manually align Train “B” equipment and it will be critical for them to start the Train “B” Charging/SI
pump. The JPM is considered alternate path due to the failure of Train “B” equipment to start in
response to the Safety Injection signal which will require the operator to take manual action.
K/A000006A2.12: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the ECCS; and (b) based on those predictions,
use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences
of those malfunctions or operations: Conditions requiring
actuation of ECCS. (RO 4.5 SRO 4.8)
NUREG 1122 System: 006, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
VCS Task: O-006-013-01-01, MANUALLY INITIATE SAFETY INJECTION
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b. This is a modified bank JPM. The JPM begins with the plant having tripped from 100%
power. The Candidate will be told that the crew have transitioned to EOP-1.1, ES-0.1
Reactor Trip Response and have completed steps 1 through 7. The initiating cue to the
Candidate will be to perform EOP-1.1 beginning at step 8, verify all Control Rods are fully
inserted. Once the Candidate commences the performance of EOP-1.1 PZR spray valve
PCV-444C will fail partially open causing PZR pressure to slowly lower. The Candidate will
recognize PZR pressure is not stable or trending to 2230 psig at step 11 and will take
alternative action beginning with a check of PZR PORVs closed and a check that PZR spray
valves are closed. Attempts to close Spray valve PCV-444C will be unsuccessful and the
Candidate will stop the “A” RCP and then will stop the “C” RCP. The JPM is considered
alternate path due to the failure of the Pressurizer Spray valves to close when the operator
attempts to close them which requires the stopping of RCPs.
K/A 027AA1.01: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the
Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunctions: PZR heaters, sprays, and
PORVs. (RO 4.0 SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 APE: 027, Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction.
VCS Task: O-000-509-05-02, RECOVER FROM REACTOR TRIP PER EOP-1.1
c. This is a bank JPM. Initial conditions for the JPM are a LOCA with a red path condition on the
Core Cooling critical safety function and EOP-14.0, FR-C.1 RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE
CORE COOLING in progress. The Candidate will receive the initiating cue to perform Step
22 of EOP-14.0, check if RCPs should be started. The Narrow Range level in the Steam
Generators will only support start of the “A” RCP. The “A” RCP will fail to start and the
Candidate must apply Alternative Actions and open all PZR PORVs and Reactor Head Vent
valves. The JPM is considered alternate path because the available RCP fails to start which
requires opening of RCS vents in order to stimulate some core cooling.
K/A 074EA1.05: Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to Inadequate
Core Cooling: PORV. (RO 4.3 SRO 4.1)
NUREG 1122 EPE: 074, Inadequate Core Cooling.
VCS Task: O-000-088-05-01, RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE CORE COOLING PER
SOP-122/EOP-12.0/EOP-2.0/EOP-14.0.
d. This is a revised bank JPM. Initial conditions for the JPM are reactor tripped from 100% power
and a yellow path condition exists on the heat sink critical safety function. The Candidate will
receive the initiating cue to implement EOP-15.1, FR-H.2 RESPONSE TO STEAM
GENERATOR OVERPRESSURE. The candidate uses EOP-15.1 to address high pressure in
the “B” SG. The feedwater flow isolation valves to the “B” SG failed to close automatically and
will require the operator to close at least one valve to prevent potential SG overfill. The
candidate will then proceed to depressurize the “B” Steam Generator using the SG PORV and
will then control RCS temperature according to EOP-1.1, ES-0.1 REACTOR TRIP
RESPONSE.
K/A W/E13EA1.1: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the
(Steam Generator Overpressure): Components, and functions of control
and safety systems, including instrumentation, signals, interlocks, failure
modes, and automatic and manual features. (RO: 3.1, SRO: 3.3)
K/A W/E13EA2.1: Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the
(Steam Generator Overpressure): Facility conditions and selection of
appropriate procedures during abnormal and emergency operations. (RO
2.9 SRO 3.4)
NUREG 1122 W/E: E13, Steam Generator Overpressure.
VCS Task: O-000-092-05-01, RESPOND TO STEAM GENERATOR OVERPRESSURE
PER EOP-15.1/EOP-12.0.
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e. This is a new JPM. The JPM begins with both 7.2 KV ESF Safety Busses de-energized. The
Train “B” bus is faulted and the Train “A” Diesel Generator failed to start either automatically or
manually. A single offsite power source is available. The Candidate will be directed by the CRS to
restore power to the Train “A” ESF bus using the 13.8 KV Parr Hydro line and XTF-5052. The
Candidate will be directed to use SOP-304, 115KV/7.2KV OPERATIONS in accordance with the
alternative action step 6.a of EOP-6.0, ECA-0.0 LOSS OF ALL ESF AC POWER. The candidate
will align the Parr Hydro 13.8 KV line via XTF-5052 to energize the Train “A” ESF bus.
K/A000062A2.05: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the ac distribution system; and (b) based on those
predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the
consequences of those malfunctions or operations: Methods for
energizing a dead bus (RO 2.9 SRO 3.3)
NUREG 1122 System: 062, AC Electrical Distribution
VCS Task: O-000-055-05-01, RESPOND TO LOSS OF OFF SITE AND ON SITE POWER
f.

This is a revision to a bank JPM. Initial conditions are 75% power all controls in automatic. The
Candidate will be directed to respond to any developing plant conditions. Power Range NI
channel N-44 will fail low causing auto rod withdrawal. The candidate will place rods in Manual
and proceed to remove N-44 from service using AOP-401.10, POWER RANGE CHANNEL
FAILURE.
K/A 000015A2.01: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the NIS; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations: Power supply loss or erratic operation.
(RO 3.5, SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 System: 015, Nuclear Instrumentation System.
VCS Task: O-000-034-05-01, RESPOND TO POWER RANGE INSTUMENTATION
CHANNEL FAILURE

g. Not for SRO-I use.
h. This is a bank JPM that has been revised. The initial conditions for this JPM are a yellow path
condition on the Containment Critical safety function due to high radiation levels following a
DBA LOCA. The CRS will direct the Candidate to implement EOP-17.2, RESPONSE TO HIGH
REACTOR BUILDING RADIATION LEVEL. The Candidate will place all RBCU HEPA filter
dampers in the filter position but XDP-110A, RBCU 64A HEPA and XDP-111B, RBCU 65B HEPA
Filter Bypass Dampers will remain in the bypassed position. The 64A RBCU fan will be running
thus the Candidate will be required to start the 65A RBCU. In addition the 64B RBCU failed to
auto start and will require the operator to stop the 64B Normal fan and manually start the 64B
slow fan to assure adequate HEPA filtration in service. The JPM is considered alternate path
because the HEPA filters fail to properly align which requires the operator to take manual action to
align filtration.
K/A W/E16EA1.1: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the (High
Containment Radiation): Components, and functions of control and
safety systems, including instrumentation, signals, interlocks, failure
modes, and automatic and manual features. (RO 3.1 SRO 3.2)
NUREG 1122 W/E: E16, High Containment Radiation.
VCS Task: O-311-018-06-01, RESPONSE TO HIGH RB RADIATION.
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This is a bank JPM. The initial conditions for this JPM are an ATWS. The CRS will direct the
Candidate to implement EOP-13.0, FR-S.1 RESPONSE TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION, Attachment 1-TRIPPING THE REACTOR LOCALLY. The Candidate will attempt
to locally open the Reactor Trip and Bypass breakers but they will not open. Next the Candidate
will attempt to open Rod Drive MG set motor and generator breakers and they also will not open.
Finally the Candidate will open the 480 volt supply breakers to both Rod Drive MG set motors.
The JPM is considered alternate path because the action to locally open Reactor Trip breakers
fails which requires the Candidate to open the MG set motor supply breakers.
K/A 029EK3.12: Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they
apply to the ATWS: Actions contained in EOP for ATWS (RO 4.4
SRO 4.7)
K/A 029EA1.12: Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to a
ATWS: M/G set power supply and reactor trip breakers (RO 4.1
SRO 4.0)
NUREG 1122 EPE: 029, Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
VCS Task: O-000-117-05-04 RESPOND TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION

j.

This is a bank JPM. This JPM was randomly selected and was last used in the 2016 NRC
exam. The Candidate will be directed to de-energize and locally close and the MS Loop “B”
and “C” supplies to the turbine driven Emergency Feedwater pump in accordance with EOP3.0, E-2 FAULTED STEAM GENERATOR ISOLATION.
K/A: 040AA1.10: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the Steam
Line Rupture: AFW system (RO: 4.1, SRO: 4.1)
NUREG 1122 APE: 040, Steam Line Rupture.
VCS Task: O-000-169-05-04, LOCALLY ISOLATE A FAULTED STEAM GENERATOR
PER EOP-3.0.

k. This is a new JPM. The initial conditions for the JPM are 100% power with Spent Fuel Pool
level at 461.1 ft., which is below the Tech Spec 3.7.10 limit in accordance with OAP-106.1,
OPERATING ROUNDS. The candidate will be directed to raise Spent Fuel Pool level to 461.8
ft using SOP-123, SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEM. The Candidate will simulate lining up
the Reactor Makeup Water flowpath to the Spent Fuel Pool and will raise level to the desired
value.
K/A: 000033A1.01: Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent
exceeding design limits) associated with Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System operating the controls including: Spent Fuel Pool Water Level
(RO: 2.7, SRO: 3.3)
NUREG 1122 System: 033, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System.
VCS Task: O-033-002-01-04, MAKEUP TO THE SPENT FUEL POOL PER SOP-123.
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Date of Examination:
SRO-U

Operating Test No:

6/4/2018
NRC-ILO-16-01

Control Room Systems:* 8 for RO; 7 for SRO-I; 2 or 3 for SRO-U
Type Code*

Safety
Function

NA

NA

M,A,L,S

3

c. Not for SRO-U use.

NA

NA

d. Not for SRO-U use.

NA

NA

e. Not for SRO-U use.

NA

NA

System 015: Nuclear Instrumentation System (JPS-006-N18)
f. Respond to power range Instrumentation channel N-44 fail low with rod
control in automatic.

D,S

7

g. Not for SRO-U use.

NA

NA

D,EN,A,L,P,S

9

D,A,E

1

NA

NA

N,R

8

System / JPM Title

a. Not for SRO-U use.

b.

APE027: Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction
(JPS-002F-N18)
Stop RCPs per EOP-1.1, ES-0.1 to mitigate a stuck open PZR spray valve
following a reactor trip.

W/E 16: High Containment Radiation (JPS-008F-N18)
h Align RB HEPA filters using EOP-17.2 following a high containment
radiation condition post LOCA.
In-Plant Systems* (3 for RO); (3 for SRO-I); (3 or 2 for SRO-U)
System 001: Control Rod Drive System (JPP-0009F-N18)
i

j

Locally Trip the Reactor using EOP-13.0, FR-S.1. The trip breakers don’t
open locally requiring MG set motor breakers to be opened locally.
Not for SRO-U use.

k System 033: Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (JPP-011-N18)
Fill Spent Fuel Pool using Rx M/U water in accordance with SOP-123.
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* All RO and SRO-I control room (and in-plant) systems must be different and serve different safety functions; all
five SRO-U systems must serve different safety functions; in-plant systems and functions may overlap those
tested in the control room.

* Type Codes

Criteria for RO / SRO-I / SRO-U

SRO-U

(A)lternate path
(C)ontrol room

4-6 / 4-6 / 2-3

3

(D)irect from bank

≤9/≤8/≤4

3

(E)mergency or abnormal in-plant

≥1/≥1/≥1

1

(EN)gineered safety feature

≥ 1 / ≥ 1 / ≥ 1 (control room system)

1

(L)ow-Power / Shutdown

≥1/≥1/≥1

2

(N)ew or (M)odified from bank including 1(A)

≥2/≥2/≥1

2

(P)revious 2 exams

≤ 3 / ≤ 3 / ≤ 2 (randomly selected)

1

(R)CA

≥1/≥1/≥1

1

(S)imulator

VC SUMMER NRC RO JPM SUMMARY
a. Not for SRO-U use.
b. This is a modified bank JPM. The JPM begins with the plant having tripped from 100%
power. The Candidate will be told that the crew have transitioned to EOP-1.1, ES-0.1
Reactor Trip Response and have completed steps 1 through 7. The initiating cue to the
Candidate will be to perform EOP-1.1 beginning at step 8, verify all Control Rods are fully
inserted. Once the Candidate commences the performance of EOP-1.1 PZR spray valve
PCV-444C will fail partially open causing PZR pressure to slowly lower. The Candidate will
recognize PZR pressure is not stable or trending to 2230 psig at step 11 and will take
alternative action beginning with a check of PZR PORVs closed and a check that PZR spray
valves are closed. Attempts to close Spray valve PCV-444C will be unsuccessful and the
Candidate will stop the “A” RCP and then will stop the “C” RCP. The JPM is considered
alternate path due to the failure of the Pressurizer Spray valves to close when the operator
attempts to close them which requires the stopping of RCPs.
K/A 027AA1.01: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the
Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunctions: PZR heaters, sprays, and
PORVs. (RO 4.0 SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 APE: 027, Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS) Malfunction.
VCS Task: O-000-509-05-02, RECOVER FROM REACTOR TRIP PER EOP-1.1
c. Not for SRO-U use.
d. Not for SRO-U use.
e. Not for SRO-U use.
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This is a revision to a bank JPM. Initial conditions are 75% power all controls in automatic. The
Candidate will be directed to respond to any developing plant conditions. Power Range NI
channel N-44 will fail low causing auto rod withdrawal. The candidate will place rods in Manual
and proceed to remove N-44 from service using AOP-401.10, POWER RANGE CHANNEL
FAILURE.
K/A 000015A2.01: Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the NIS; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations: Power supply loss or erratic operation.
(RO 3.5, SRO 3.9)
NUREG 1122 System: 015, Nuclear Instrumentation System.
VCS Task: O-000-034-05-01, RESPOND TO POWER RANGE INSTUMENTATION
CHANNEL FAILURE

g. Not for SRO-U use.
h. This is a bank JPM that has been revised. The initial conditions for this JPM are a yellow path
condition on the Containment Critical safety function due to high radiation levels following a
DBA LOCA. The CRS will direct the Candidate to implement EOP-17.2, RESPONSE TO HIGH
REACTOR BUILDING RADIATION LEVEL. The Candidate will place all RBCU HEPA filter
dampers in the filter position but XDP-110A, RBCU 64A HEPA and XDP-111B, RBCU 65B HEPA
Filter Bypass Dampers will remain in the bypassed position. The 64A RBCU fan will be running
thus the Candidate will be required to start the 65A RBCU. In addition the 64B RBCU failed to
auto start and will require the operator to stop the 64B Normal fan and manually start the 64B
slow fan to assure adequate HEPA filtration in service. The JPM is considered alternate path
because the HEPA filters fail to properly align which requires the operator to take manual action to
align filtration.
K/A W/E16EA1.1: Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to the (High
Containment Radiation): Components, and functions of control and
safety systems, including instrumentation, signals, interlocks, failure
modes, and automatic and manual features. (RO 3.1 SRO 3.2)
NUREG 1122 W/E: E16, High Containment Radiation.
VCS Task: O-311-018-06-01, RESPONSE TO HIGH RB RADIATION.
i.

This is a bank JPM. The initial conditions for this JPM are an ATWS. The CRS will direct the
Candidate to implement EOP-13.0, FR-S.1 RESPONSE TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION, Attachment 1-TRIPPING THE REACTOR LOCALLY. The Candidate will attempt
to locally open the Reactor Trip and Bypass breakers but they will not open. Next the Candidate
will attempt to open Rod Drive MG set motor and generator breakers and they also will not open.
Finally the Candidate will open the 480 volt supply breakers to both Rod Drive MG set motors.
The JPM is considered alternate path because the action to locally open Reactor Trip breakers
fails which requires the Candidate to open the MG set motor supply breakers.
K/A 029EK3.12: Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they
apply to the ATWS: Actions contained in EOP for ATWS (RO 4.4
SRO 4.7)
K/A 029EA1.12: Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to a
ATWS: M/G set power supply and reactor trip breakers (RO 4.1
SRO 4.0)
NUREG 1122 EPE: 029, Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
VCS Task: O-000-117-05-04 RESPOND TO ABNORMAL NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION
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Not for SRO-U use.

k. This is a new JPM. The initial conditions for the JPM are 100% power with Spent Fuel Pool
level at 461.1 ft., which is below the Tech Spec 3.7.10 limit in accordance with OAP-106.1,
OPERATING ROUNDS. The candidate will be directed to raise Spent Fuel Pool level to 461.8
ft using SOP-123, SPENT FUEL COOLING SYSTEM. The Candidate will simulate lining up
the Reactor Makeup Water flowpath to the Spent Fuel Pool and will raise level to the desired
value.
K/A: 000033A1.01: Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent
exceeding design limits) associated with Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
System operating the controls including: Spent Fuel Pool Water Level
(RO: 2.7, SRO: 3.3)
NUREG 1122 System: 033, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System.
VCS Task: O-033-002-01-04, MAKEUP TO THE SPENT FUEL POOL PER SOP-123.
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Tier /
Group

Randomly
Selected K/A
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Reason for Rejection
RO KAs

Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 1/18/18.
2/1

026A1.04

026 A1.04 Containment Spray - Ability to predict and/or monitor changes
in parameters associated with operating the system controls including:
Containment Humidity
Utility comment: The KA wording does not provide the basis for a
discriminating question at the RO level. Actuation of Reactor Building
Spray will cause an increase in humidity. Reactor Building humidity is
not a parameter that is monitored in plant procedures or technical
specifications at V.C. Summer.
Replaced with 026 A1.03 , Containment Spray - Ability to predict and/or
monitor changes in parameters associated with operating the system
controls including: Containment Sump Level (RO 3.5 SRO 3.5)

Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 4/5/18.
1/2

037 AA2. 12

037 AA2. 12 Steam Generator Tube Leak / 3 - Ability to determine and
interpret the following as the apply to the event: Flow rate of leak
Utility comment: This KA overlaps with a simulator scenario
malfunction.
Replaced with 037 AA2.08 , Steam Generator Tube Leak / 3 - Ability to
determine and interpret the following as the apply to the event: Failure of
Condensate air ejector exhaust monitor. (RO 2.8 SRO 3.3)

Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 4/10/18.
2/2

041 K2.02

041 K2.02 Steam Dump/Turbine Bypass Control - Knowledge of the
electrical power supplies to the following: ICS inverter breakers.
Utility comment: ICS is a system that is not applicable to V.C. Summer.
Replaced with 041 K3.01 , Knowledge of the effect that a loss or
malfunction of the Steam Dump system will have on the following: S/G
(RO 3.2 SRO 3.3)
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SRO KAs
Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 4/2/18.
1/2

076AA2.05

076AA2.05 High Reactor Coolant Activity - Ability to determine and
interpret the following as the apply to the event: CVCS letdown flow rate
indication
Utility comment: The KA wording does not provide the basis for a
discriminating question. The CVCS Letdown flow-rate in connection
with High RCS activity is an RO concept that cannot be satisfactorily
tested at the SRO level.
Replaced with 076AA2.02 High Reactor Coolant Activity - Ability to
determine and interpret the following as the apply to the event: Corrective
actions required for high fission product activity in RCS (RO 2.8 SRO
3.4)

Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 4/17/18.
2/1

004G2.4.47

004 G2.4.47 Chemical and Volume Control - Ability to diagnose and
recognize trends in an accurate and timely manner utilizing the appropriate
control room reference material.
Utility comment: The KA wording does not provide the basis for a
discriminating question.
Replaced with 004G2.4.8 Chemical and Volume Control - Knowledge of
how abnormal operating procedures are used in conjunction with EOPs.
(RO 3.8 SRO 4.5)

Following change approved by phone conversation with Chief Examiner on 4/25/18.
2/1

004G2.4.8

004 G2.4.8 Chemical and Volume Control - Knowledge of how abnormal
operating procedures are used in conjunction with EOPs. (RO 3.8 SRO
4.5)
Utility comment: The KA wording does not provide the basis for a
discriminating question at the SRO level.
Replaced with 062G2.4.8 AC Electrical Distribution - Knowledge of how
abnormal operating procedures are used in conjunction with EOPs. (RO
3.8 SRO 4.5)

Q#

1.
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Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

6.

7.

Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other
Explanation

8.

Form ES-401-9

Q=K/A: 2, 12, 18, 37, 52, 53, 62



SRO-only: 77, 81, 86, 89
Cred Dist: 88, 95, & 96




The word “below” in each stem question is not necessary.

The term “Loss of Coolant Accident” is used in some test items even
though it isn’t used in other test items like Q#3 and Q#4, where the
acronym LOCA is used. Need to be consistent though out the entire
exam.

All ENHANCEMENT Comments should be corrected before the
exam is administered.

Also, the Chief Examiner PRELIMINARILY determined some
questions were borderline, and these items are identified as “E/U”.
These E/U items were NOT determined to be unacceptable even
though the question flaw(s) was/were technically considered
unacceptable. The reason these test items were not determined to
be unacceptable was due to various factors such as difficult K/As
(where replacement is likely), minor adjustments to the Stem or
Choices resolved plausibility concerns, or a K/A technical nuance
was missed. The resolution of these initial E/U determinations will
occur after post-exam changes to the answer key, if any, are
determined.

Q=K/A: 76, 81, & 85



SRO EXAM (9/25 = 36%)

Cred Dist: 6, 7, 20, 22, 28, 33, 34, 43, 45, 46, 69, 70, & 72



RO EXAM (20/75 = 26%)

The Chief Examiner PRELIMINARILY determined the following test
items were unacceptable; however, this determination is not final
until after post-exam changes to the answer key, if any, are
determined:

10 Sample Questions (5 RO + 5 SRO) received on 12-19-17 and
feedback provided on 1/11/18.

Written Examination Review Worksheet

1.
LOK
(F/H)

2.
LOD
(1-5)

Stem Cues
Focus

T/F

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

6.
7.

Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

1.
2.
3.

Instead of having the Choices as “will or will not”, it is better
from the Partial flaw perspective to have the Choices worded
as “is/ is NOT required.”

“Prior to adjusting X, the ABC pushbutton ___(2)___ be depressed.”

Given a generic fill-in-the-blank statement, such as:

(procedure A vs procedure B)

“___(1)____ is required.”

The “CRS” piece of the statement is not required for SRO-only
test items. Instead, for example, “CRS” can always be
eliminated:

The stem questions and Choices should be worded in terms of
what is required (or not required) to be implemented, because
asking what CRS is going to direct can be subjective. Keeping
a focus on what is/ is not required often helps with test item
construction.

“The CRS will direct ___(1)___ as a result of these conditions.”

Given a generic fill-in-the-blank statement, such as:

Explanation

8.

Enter the level of knowledge (LOK) of each question as either (F)undamental or (H)igher cognitive level.
Enter the level of difficulty (LOD) of each question a 1(easy) to 5 (difficult); questions with a difficulty between 2 and 4 are acceptable.
Check the appropriate box if a psychometric flaw is identified:
•
“Stem Focus”: The stem lacks sufficient focus to elicit the correct answer (e.g., unclear intent, more information is needed, or too much needless information).
•
“Cues”: The stem or distractors contain cues (i.e., clues, specific determiners, phrasing, length, etc.).
•
“T/F”: The answer choices are a collection of unrelated true/false statements.
•
“Cred. Dist”: The distractors are not credible; single implausible distractors should be repaired, more than one is unacceptable.
•
“Partial”: One or more distractors are partially correct (e.g., if the applicant can make unstated assumptions that are not contradicted by stem).
Check the appropriate box if a job content flaw is identified:
•
“Job Link”: The question is not linked to the job requirements (i.e., the question has a valid K/A but, as written, is not operational in content).
•
“Minutia”: The question requires the recall of knowledge that is too specific for the closed reference test mode (i.e., it is not required to be known from memory).
•
“# / Units”: The question contains data with an unrealistic level of accuracy or inconsistent units (e.g., panel meter in percent with question in gallons).
•
“Backward”: The question requires reverse logic or application compared to the job requirements.
Check questions for conformance with the approved K/A and those K/As that are designated “SRO-only.” (K/A and license level mismatches are unacceptable)
Enter question’s source: (B)ank, (M)odified, or (N)ew. Verify that (M)odified questions meet the criteria of ES-401 Section D.2.f.
Based on the reviewer's judgment, is the question as written (U)nsatisfactory (requiring repair or replacement), in need of (E)ditorial enhancement, or (S)atisfactory?
At a minimum, explain any "U" Status ratings (e.g., how the Appendix B psychometric attributes are not being met).

Refer to Section D of ES-401 and Appendix B for additional information regarding each of the following concepts:

Q#

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

1

ES-401

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

2

Partial: Is the only reason why Choice D (pressurizer pressure
rose back above set point) is incorrect because the stem
question directs applicants to ONLY use the annunciator
information listed above? If so, then an applicant can still
successfully appeal that Choice D is also correct because
pressurizer pressure could indeed be back above its set point.
Partial: In the distracter analysis, include the reason why
Choice A (turbine was manually tripped) is incorrect. (Is the
reason because a Turbine trip from 100% power = loss of load,
which will not ever also cause low pressurizer pressure?)
Job-Link: The operational validity of using the First Out Panel to
identify what caused a trip may be that the crew is at Step 20 of
EOP-1.1 (see below); modifying the 2nd stem bullet to also
mention that the crew is performing Step 20 of EOP-1.1 may be
worthwhile. You may consider pasting Step 20 in the stem, to
ensure the operational validity of the test item.

#/units: The title of EOP-1.1 is incorrect; the title in the stem
should be “Reactor Trip Response.” Also, the XCP-626
terminology should be consistent with the terminology used in
Q#63.
4-19-18: Comments incorporated; Question is SAT.

4.

5.

6.

7.

“The first reactor trip signal was low steam generator level.”

Cue: The only answer choice that mentions a reactor trip is also
the correct answer; suggest re-wording Choice B as:

“The first reactor trip signal was low pressurizer pressure.”

Cue: The capitalized wording in Choice C (PZR PRESS LO) is
not necessary to elicit the correct response. Suggest re-wording
Choice C as:

3.

2.

1.

T1G1 007 (Reactor Trip-Stabilization) K2.03

Explanation

8.

Form ES-401-9

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

B

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: Q# 35 tells the applicants that the Master Pressure
Controller is related to PCV-444B.
Stem Focus: In the stem question item 1, the word “failure(s)”
should not include parenthesis because the test item is asking
the applicant to determine which PORV(s) will open given BOTH
of the failures. Suggest re-wording as:

2.
3.

Stem Focus: The stem question refers to stem items 1 and 2 as
“statements”, even though items 1 and 2 are “questions.”
Consider using fill-in-the-blank statements. Otherwise, re-word
the stem question to ask “WOOTF choices below completes
both questions?”
Stem Focus: The words “PWR RELIEF” in each choice are
redundant.
4-19-18: Rewrote question to also include P-11 failure to allow
pressure to continue to lower; comments incorporated, Question
is SAT.

4.

5.
6.

“Which Pressurizer PWR RELIEF PORV(s) will auto-open due
to these two failures?”

Q=K/A: The premise of the test item is a transient that is
automatically terminated (no operator action) by the autoclosure of the PORV at P-11. The K/A requires testing a
pressurizer vapor space ACCIDENT, which is a stuck open
PORV. (See 008 title on page 4.2-8 of PWR Catalog)

1.

T1G1 008 (PZR Vapor Space Accident) AK2.03

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

3

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

“B” Charging Pump was stopped

“A” and “B” RHR Pumps were stopped



Stem Focus: In Choices B, C, and D, replace the word “should”
with “is required.”
Stem Focus: For the Time 1205 items, replace the word “reads”
with a colon.
4-19-18: Bullets were in sequence because crew never went to
ES-1.1(SI Termination); went straight from EOP-2 (E1) to EOP2.1 (ES-1.2). Other comments incorporated with minor
enhancements; Question is SAT.

3.
4.
5.

Etc.
Stem Focus: Choice A can be streamlined as: “adequate.”



Time 1210:

EOP-2.1, ES-1.2 Post-LOCA Cooldown and
Depressurization is in progress



Time 1205:



Time 1200:

A Small Break LOCA occurred and the following actions were
taken and/or conditions existed:

If the crew’s progression was E1EOP-1.2EOP-2.1, then
suggest re-organizing the stem as:

Stem Focus: The Time 1200 bullet sequence is not accurate if
the crew entered EOP-2.1 (Post LOCA Cooldown &
Depressurization) from EOP-1.1 (Safety Injection Termination),
because the “B” Charging Pump is stopped inside of EOP-1.2
(at Step 1), but the RHR Pumps were stopped in EOP-2.1 (at
Step 3).

2.

1.

T1G1 009 (SBLOCA) EA2.39

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

4

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

4.

3.

2.

1.

“The reason why these valves are closed, is to _____.”

The fill-in-the-blank statement should be worded, in a plural
sense, as:

“WOOTF completes the following statement in accordance
with the emergency response guidelines’ bases
document?”

The stem question should be worded as:

“The crew is performing Step 8 to align charging pumps for
cold-leg recirculation.”

The 4th bullet is too general (“Operators are taking the
manual actions required to complete the long-term
recirculation lineup of ECCS systems.”) and could apply to
any valve alignment. Suggest revising the 4th bullet to say:

4-17-18: All comments incorporated; question is SAT.

“A. prevent backflow through the idle RHR loop.”

Stem Focus: Choice A can be clarified as:

“C. pre-align valves for transferring to hot leg recirc later.”

Cred Dist: The plausibility of Choice C (hot leg recirc) should be
enhanced because the 3rd bullet in the stem says the crew is
transferring to cold leg recirc. Suggest re-wording Choice C as:







Partial: The 4th bullet, the stem question, and the wording of the
fill-in-the-blank statement need to be worded to ensure only one
correct choice, by adding more focus to the charging pump miniflow valves as discussed in the ERG Bases. Specifically,

T1G1 011 (LBLOCA) EK3.08

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#

5

6

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
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3. Psychometric Flaws

N

N

U

E

6.
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5. Other

Stem Focus: The 2nd bullet can be shortened to say:

3.

4-17-18: All comments incorporated; question is SAT.

5.

Stem Focus: The fill-in-the-blank statement can be shortened,
tightened to preclude partially correct Choices, and clarified by
revising as:

2.

Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet should tell the applicant what
position the BU GRP 1 switch is in. (Instead of telling them the
heaters are energized).
Stem Focus: The words “and stable” in the 1st bullet are not
necessary. Also, the word “below” in the stem question is not
necessary.
4-19-18: Rewrote question; new question is SAT.

3.

4.

5.

“The set point for XCP-616, 1-3 is _(1)__; at this time, the Group
2 Backup Heaters ___(2)____ be manually energized.”

Cred Dist: The 2nd part of Choices A/C (backup heaters can be
energized when a HEATER BLOCK alarm exists) is not
plausible because the name of the XCP-616 alarm is “blocked
heaters.”
1.

T1G1 022 (Loss of RCS Makeup) AK1.03

Stem Focus: The word “alarm” at the end of the annunciator’s
name is not necessary.

4.

“The following alarm is received:”

Cue: The word “abnormal” in the stem question is not needed
to elicit the correct response.

“WOOTF identifies a probable cause of this alarm in accordance
with the annunciator procedure?”

Partial: The stem question needs to be worded to ensure only
one correct answer; the word “could” in the stem question and
not directly asking what the annunciator procedure says can
yield Choice C as also correct, because closing FCV-122 would
tend to drive up seal injection pressure. Suggest revising the
stem question as:

2.

1.

T1G1 015 (RCP Malfunctions) AG2.1.31

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#
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x
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x

x
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Backward: The question is disjointed because the 6th bullet in
the stem says that the crew exited AOP-115.3, even though
item #1 in the stem question asks about the allowances to
increase cooldown in accordance with AOP-115.3, and the
current conditions bullets indicate AOP-115.3, Step 7.k is in
progress. Suggest deleting the 6th bullet in the stem.

2.

The 6th bullet was probably included to add plausibility to the
50ºF/hr distracter, since GOP-06 refers to a 50 degree change
in any hour when RCS temperature is ≤ 200 ºF. However,
unless the 6th bullet is deleted, the K/A match may be in
jeopardy since the intent was to test the abnormal Loss of RHR
evolution, not the GOP-06 normal cooldown evolution. To
ensure plausibility of the 50ºF/hr distracter, eliminate the
capitalized words in the stem item #2 (T.S. 3.4.9.1
PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS-REACTOR COOLANT
SYSTEM).

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (closing Hx outlet valve
raises cooldown rate) is not plausible because HCV-603A is the
heat exchanger outlet valve. Suggest re-working the first part of
the question to test the applicants’ knowledge of how AOP115.3 directs the operator raise the cooldown rate.

1.

T1G1 025 (Loss of RHR) AA1.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#

8

8

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

N

E

E

6.
7.
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K/A Only

5. Other

#/units: For every question on the exam, ensure the exact noun
name on the meter/recorder/handswitch is used in the stem. Is
LI-459A named “Level %?” Is PI-457 named “PRESS PSIG?” It
seems like these two meters are missing the word “pressurizer”
in the title of the meter.
Stem Focus: The phrase “Conditions can be caused by” in
Choices B, C, and D is not necessary.

3.

4.

Stem Focus: The word “valves” in the 2nd bullet should be
“valve.”
Stem Focus: The phrase “in a range of” in the 1st fill-in-theblank statement is not needed.
Stem Focus: The phrase “which of the Pressurizer PORVs is
leaking” in the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement should be “which
Pressurizer PORV is leaking.”
4-17-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.
2.
3.

4.

Note: The original sample question (above) was completely replaced
with a new test item.

T1G1 027 (PZR PCS Malfunction) AA2.07

Cred Dist: Choice C (Letdown Pressure Control Valve
malfunction exists) is not plausible because the stem of the
question does not include the letdown pressure indication on
PT-145.

If we setup the simulator with a leaking PORV, there will be
other indications, which are not provided in the stem, and
pressurizer pressure will initially try to lower, which will cause all
heaters and backup heaters to turn on, PRT temperature will
rise, etc.

2) the operational validity of pressurizer pressure being exactly
stable with an ongoing 11 gpm RCS vapor space steam leak is
questionable.

1) the stem of the question is missing pressurizer heaters’ (and
backup heater) status and

Partial: During the post-exam appeal process an applicant can
successfully argue that there is no correct answer since:

2.

1.

T1G1 027 (PZR PCS Malfunction) AA2.07

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

F

Q#

9
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2

2
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x
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Focus
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x
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E
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K/A Only
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4-17-18: Comment incorporated; question is SAT.

“Given these conditions, WOOTF choices identifies the required
action to minimize primary to secondary leakage, in accordance
with EOP-4.1C, Step 9?”

Partial: The stem question should align more closely with Step
9 of EOP-4.1C. Suggest re-writing the stem question as:

Stem Focus: The 2nd and 3rd bullets are not necessary.
Stem Focus: The first part of bullet 5 (“The CRS announced
entry”) can be clarified as “The crew entered.”
Stem Focus: The underline portion of the 1st fill-in-the-blank
statement could be limited to the word “continuous.”

3.
4.

The maximum KW loading for continuous operation is ____.

The operator _______ required to direct a local start attempt for
a EDG before loads on busses 1DA and 1DB are taken to
PULL TO LK NON-A. (is vs is NOT)

Which ONE of the following completes both statements in
accordance with EOP-6.0?

Stem Focus: The wording of the 1st fill-in-the-blank is cryptic
(“operate a physical control”); the 1st part of the question is really
asking just whether a local start is or is not required. Suggest
streamlining both statements:

2.

1.

T1G1 055 (SBO) EA1.02

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

2.

1.

T1G1 038 (Steam Generator Tube Rupture) EA2.15

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

10

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
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E

6.
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055 (SBO) EA1.02

3.

Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement should better
clarify that PULL TO LK NON-A is a switch position, and also
the phrase “will be implemented” should be changed to “is
required to be implemented.” Suggest the following:

2.

4-17-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

“Attachment 1, Local Starting and Loading Diesel Generator
A(B) is required to be implemented __(1)__ the switches for
loads on Buses 1DA and 1DB are placed in the PULL TO LK
NON-A position.”

Stem Focus: Both of the fill-in-the-blank statements contain
EOP-6.0; suggest re-writing the stem question to include EOP6.0.

1.

Comments 1 through 4 for the sample question were incorporated.
However, the following flaws exist for the revised question:

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

11

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x
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N

E

6.
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5. Other

Stem Focus: Choice A contains slang, i.e., “backed up.”
Suggest revising to say “Actuate SI using either SI Actuation
Switch.”
Stem Focus: The phrase “an item” in the stem question is
vague, and each choice includes the phrase “will be”; suggest
revising the stem question and each choice to accommodate the
phrase “is required” in each choice as follows:

2.

3.

#/units: The noun name (120 Volt Vital AC Distribution Panel 1
NSSS) is missing from the 3rd stem bullet.
Note: One option is to test FSP-7.0, Loss of Vital
Instrumentation or Control Power.
4-19-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

4.
5.
6.

WOOTF is a required manual action that must be performed
while an operator is performing Attachment 3, SI Equipment
Verification?
A. Actuate SI using either SI Actuation Switch.
B. Place a SW Booster Pump Switch in the PULL TO LOCK
NON A position.
C. Start one Charging Pump
D. Start one RB Spray Pump

Partial: In the post-exam appeal space, an applicant can
successfully argue that Choice C was not entirely correct
because the 2nd stem bullet (“A” Train Work Week) doesn’t
necessarily mean that the second charging pump wasn’t
available. Step 5 of Attachment 3 requires starting both
Charging Pumps; Choice C says start one Charging Pump.

1.

057 (Loss of Vital AC Inst Bus- EOP strategies) AG2.4.6

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

12

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x
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Focus
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x
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Q=K/A: The K/A is “Ability to execute procedure steps.” The
proposed test item doesn’t test the applicants’ knowledge of
procedures; it can be answered by knowing that LCV-459 autoisolates when DC control circuit power is removed, and then
excess letdown (Choice A) is required due to rising pressurizer
level.
Cred Dist: Choice B (open LCV-460) is not plausible because it
is in series with LCV-459.
Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The 2nd stem bullet may indicate that the DC
control circuit fuse was blown; what caused the “open circuit” in
the 2nd stem bullet?
Stem Focus: The stem question should specify which
procedure contains the required action.
Note: Facility licensee may not have an abnormal condition
procedure for loss of DC power.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

T1G1 058 (Loss of DC Power-execute procedure steps) AG2.1.20

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

13

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus
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x

x
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N

E

6.
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Cred Dist: Since no initial power level is specified in the stem,
Choice B (reduce power) is not plausible.
Stem Focus: The 2nd half of each choice is not being tested (or
needed) since the 1st part of each choice is unique. In other
words, the applicant only needs to know the required action.
(Testing only the 1st part of the question does, however,
indirectly test the reason. For example, Local Charging Pump
Temperature Monitoring is the required action. Reason is
indirectly being tested – because CCW has no cooling).
Cue: “Monitoring” is always a safe, correct action, and also the
correct answer; suggest re-wording Choice C (correct answer)
as:

2.
3.

4.

Stem Focus: To ensure that Choice B (rapid power reduction)
mirrors the XCP-632, 3-6 requirement, suggest re-wording
Choice B to : “Reduce load to zero within 1 hour.”
NOTE: K/A (AK3.04, Knowledge of the reasons for the following
responses as they apply to the Loss of Nuclear Service Water:
“Effect on the nuclear service water discharge flow header
of a loss of CCW”) is poorly worded. A loss of CCW does not
affect the nuclear service water “flow header”; service water
cools CCW. The K/A makes sense if the wording intent was:

6.

7.

The proposed question does test the effect of a loss of nuclear
SW on CCW. (charging pump no cooling; monitoring required);
therefore the intent of the K/A match is acceptable.

Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they
apply to the Loss of Nuclear Service Water: “Effect of a loss of
the nuclear service water discharge flow header on CCW”,
or more simply put: Effect on CCW.

Stem Focus: The 4th bullet in the stem is not necessary.
5.

“Locally perform Attachment 3, Charging Pump Temperature
Monitoring.”

Partial: During a post-exam appeal, an applicant can
successfully argue that Choice A (RCP trip is required) is also
correct because Step 16 of AOP-117.1 (Loss of SW) requires
tripping the RCP when high bearing temperatures exist. There is
no cooling to CCW; therefore it is imminent that high RCP
bearing temperatures will occur.

1.

T1G1 062 (Loss of Nuclear SW) AK3.04

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Explanation

8.
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F

x
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LOK: This test item seems to be higher cog; let’s discuss.
4-17-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

4.
5.

D.

Stem Focus: The 2nd and 5th bullets are not necessary.

No EDGs have auto-started; “C” RCP is running
“A” EDG auto-started, “B” EDG did not auto-start, “C” RCP
tripped.

C.

3.

“A” and “B” EDGs auto-started; “C” RCP is running

B.

Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet is not necessary; refer to OL
Feedback Item 401.55.

“A” EDG auto-started, “B” EDG did not auto-start, “C” RCP
is running.

A.

WOOTF identifies the plant response?

Suggest re-working the stem question and choices to present
the information in another way that focuses on three aspects (A
EDG, B EDG, and C RCP), so that each answer choice stands
on its own merit. For example:

”Choice C is confusing because it is the only choice that goes
“into the future.”

Partial: Each answer choice should stand on its own, without
requiring the applicant to compare one answer choice to
another. Technically, Choice A is not entirely correct since other
plant actuations (beyond the scope of this question) occurred
when the “A” EDG auto-started. However, since Choice A uses
the word “Only”, an applicant can successfully contend that
there is no absolute correct answer, but instead, one answer
that is “better” than the others.

2.

1.

077 (Gen Voltage & Grid-operator/monitor ESFs) AA1.05

Sample question comments incorporated.

062 (Loss Nuc SW-reasons effect of loss of CCW on SW) AK3.04

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

?

Q#

15

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Partial: Since the initial plant conditions aren’t provided, the first
manual valve operation required by EOP-2.5 may not be a
choice. For example, Step 2.a requires closing the RHR
Suction valves from the RCS. If shutdown cooling was initially
in service, there could be no correct answer.
Stem Focus: The 2nd bullet is vague or may not be necessary.
All auto-MOV actuations that occurred as a result of the LOCA
in the Aux Bldg (prior to MVG-8888A) occurred as a result of a
plant parameter that exceeded some set point. If the prior autoactuations are relevant to the question, then the plant
parameter(s) should be listed in the stem. If the plant
parameters aren’t relevant, then the 2nd bullet isn’t necessary.
For example, did Letdown auto-isolate as a result of low
pressurizer level?
Stem Focus: The 4th bullet should include the word “manual”,
e.g., “The first manual closure of a MOV.”
Stem Focus: The word “had” (in the 4th bullet) should be “has.”
Consider providing an initial plant condition that adds plausibility
to the RHR Suction valves from the RCS being open, and
include these valves as one of the choices.
LOK: Re-visit the LOK after resolution of comments listed
above; discuss.
4-17-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

WE04 (LOCA o/s Cnmt-) EK2.2

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

16

3

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: The 2nd part of Choices A/C cue the applicant to the EOP12.0, Attachment 3, Heat Sink, non-adverse containment value
for NR SG level, which indirectly cues the applicant that adverse
containment values are in effect.

2.

Cue: The phrase “and decreasing” in the 9th bullet (Time 1217)
is not necessary to elicit the correct response.
Stem Focus: The stem question refers to two statements even
though there is only one fill-in-the-blank statement.
Stem Focus: The bolded and underlined sentence about
assuming no other RED paths are present on the CSFSTs is not
necessary; Appendix E briefing will ensure applicants
understand.
Stem Focus: The 2nd part of Choices A/C contains a redundant
word, i.e., NR range.
4-17-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Suggest re-working the 2nd part of the question to test whether a
Heat Sink Red Path does/does NOT exist at this time.

Partial: Choice A (EOP-15.0 entry after additional 7%) is also
correct because EOP-15.0 entry would STILL be required even
after NR SG levels decreased an additional 7%.

1.

T1G1 WE05 (Loss of Secondary Heat Sink) EK1.3

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

17

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Job-Link: The second part of the test item tests RO applicants’
knowledge of the EOP bases for Step 9.d of EOP-2.4. The
SRO Clarification Guidance Document (ES-401, Attachment 2)
is silent on whether EOP bases knowledge is SRO or RO
knowledge. The learning objective (STATE the major action
categories of EOP-2.4) does not justify testing the RO
applicants’ knowledge of the EOP bases; therefore, this test
item is vulnerable to a post-exam appeal. Suggest testing a
required manual operator action in EOP-2.4.
Partial and/or Cred Dist: Choice A (pump protection +
containment isolation) can successfully be argued as correct
because the stem question does not ask in accordance with the
emergency procedure guidelines; stopping the pump before it
loses suction can be a correct answer. On the other hand, the
stem indicates a LB LOCA, with no containment pressure
provided; therefore, the plausibility of protecting a pump is
questionable.
Cue: The 5th bullet is not necessary to elicit the correct
response.
Stem Focus: In the 1st bullet, the phrase “Loss of Coolant
Accident” is spelled out even though this format is not used in
other test items like Q#3 and Q#4. Need to be consistent
though out the entire exam.
Ensure no overlap with SRO Q#83, and RO Q#41.
4-20-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

T1G1 WE11 (Loss of Emerg Recirc-procedures) EK1.2

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

18

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

N

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: It may be more appropriate for the 1st 1440 bullet
to be EOP-3.0, E-2 Faulted SG Isolation.
Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement contains slang,
i.e., “leave EOP-3.1”; suggest re-working into when entry to a
Red Path is required.
Stem Focus: The bolded and underlined statement about
green CSFSTs is not necessary.
4-23-18: Rewrote question; new question is SAT.

3.

4.
5.

Therefore, the proposed test item tests Vendor Specific
Emergency Evolution Topic E08, Pressurized Thermal Shock,
instead of testing the WE12, Uncontrolled Depressurization of
All SGs, topic. The proposed question does not test anything
from EOP-3.1.

The reason for CSFST Integrity procedure is to ensure that
______.

The highest Tcold temperature value that requires entry to a
Red Path is _____.

WOOTF completes the following statements IAW EOP-12.0,
Attachment 4, Integrity?

Q=K/A: None of the information above the stem question is
necessary to answer the question; the proposed test item is
essentially:

2.

1.

T1G1 WE12 (SL Rupture-excess Heat Xfer) EK3.1

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

19

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: It appears that everything above the stem
question is not necessary if the stem question is worded as:

2.

Stem Focus: The 2nd bullet, as well as Choices A & B, should
refer to the ROD CONTRL BANK SEL Switch being in either the
AUTO/MAN/ or CBD position. For example:

4.

Stem Focus: The phrase “that will be” in the stem question is
not necessary.
Stem Focus: Suggest using the word “initial” instead of “preincident” position in the 6th bullet.
4-17-18: Comment #2 is N/A because rods/boration with
temperature changes is needed. All other comments
incorporated; question is SAT.

5.
6.
7.

“Control Rod Bank “D” rods began stepping out with the ROD
CONTRL BANK SEL Switch was in the AUTO position.”

Stem Focus: The Initial Conditions should say that Tavg and
Tref are matched.

3.

“WOOTF is the first method used for adjusting Tavg in
accordance with AOP-403.3, CONTINUOUS ROD MOTION,
after all immediate operator actions are completed?”

Cred Dist: Choice D (perform boration while ’referring” instead
of using procedure) is not plausible because the phrase “while
referring to” implies that procedure-use is optional during an
abnormal evolution.

1.

T1G2 001 (Continuous Rod Withdrawal-rod in-out-switch) AA1.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

20

1

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

Cue and/or LOD=1: The 4th bullet is not necessary to elicit the
correct response; it gives away the 1st part of the question.
Partial: Based on stem conditions and AOP-123.3, Step 1, the
next required step is Step 6 because the fuel assembly is not
stuck and none of the radiation monitors are alarming.
Therefore, there is no correct answer to the question because
the Fuel Transfer Cart is not required to be sent to the Fuel
Handling Building; after Step 6, the next required step is Step 10
to start CREV. Suggest adding a bullet to the stem for either a
stuck rod or alarming radiation monitor to ensure that Step 4.b is
required.
Cred Dist: Choice C (cart stays in RB to allow closure of tube
valve) is not plausible because the fuel transfer valve can be
closed even if the cart is moved to the FHB.
Stem Focus: Suggest rewording the 2nd part of Choice D as:

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Cred Dist: Choices C/D (cart stays in RB) is not plausible
because the stem says the cart is already in the RB and the
wording of the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement says the cart “will be
moved to the ___(1)___.” Therefore, an applicant can deduce
that since the fill-in-the-blank statement says movement is
required, then the cart must go to the FHB.

1.

Comment #1 is N/A because where fuel handling cart was
initially located is irrelevant to knowledge being tested.

“ensure the damaged assembly remains in the upender.”

036 (Fuel Handling Accident-guidance in EOP) AK3.03

E

Explanation

8.

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

F

21

22

1.
LOK
(F/H)

Q#

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

N

U

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The stem question refers to the fill-in-the-blank
statements as “questions.”
4-5-18: Replaced K/A with 037 AA2.08, Failure of Condenser
Air Ejector Exhaust Monitor (RM-A9) to be different from
scenarios.

5.
6.

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (perform SDM
calculation while evacuating control room) is not plausible
because neither the data nor the time for a SDM calculation is
available after the control room has been evacuated.
Cue: Providing the name of Step 4 in the 4th stem bullet, as well
as providing the phrase “gravity drain alignment” in the 2nd fill-inthe-blank statement, is not necessary to elicit the correct
response. Per AOP-600.1, Step 12 of AOP-106.1 is an RNO
only when EMERG BA FLOW GPM FT-110A is not available.
There is no need to “refer” to AOP-106.1.
4-23-18: Re-worked first half of question to test [B] required for
2 rods and 3 rods. Comment #2 is N/A because the other
choice also has a suction valve alignment. Question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.

068 (CR Evacuation-local boric acid flow) AA2.02

Stem Focus: The 5th bullet is not necessary because the 2nd fillin-the-blank statement has the word bolded and underlined.

“The IPCS Computer Point used to evaluate shutdown
requirements is based on radiation measured by __(1)___ .”

#/units: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement is missing the noun
name of the computer calculation. Suggest rewording as:

4.

3.

Partial: To ensure the question is has a correct answer, re-word
the stem question as:

2.

“WOOTF completes both statements in accordance with AOP112.2?

This test item overlaps with Scenario 2, Event 6; the crew will
enter and use AOP-112.2, the scenario leak rate also involves
Attachment 3, Plant Shutdown Requirements Based on RMA-9
Evaluation. Replace test item or Event 6.

1.

037 (SGTL-flow rate of leak) AA2.12

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

x

Q#

23

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cred Dist: Choice D (Start 3 RCPs) is not plausible because
there is no Westinghouse EOP that starts all 3 RCPs, especially
after a SB LOCA.
Cue and/or Cred Dist: The last bullet in the stem is not
necessary to elicit the correct response (points away from
Choice A) and/or the last bullet injures the credibility of Choice
A. Even though EOP-2.1, Step 9.d.1 directs the crew to refer to
SOP-101, the test item can be constructed without including the
last stem bullet by asking the applicants what the RCP strategy
is for RCPs in Post-LOCA Cooldown & Depressurization
procedure, without the need for saying SOP-101 requirements
are met.
Cred Dist: There’s nothing in the stem that indicates why RCP
“A” (first choice for spray) isn’t available; to enhance plausibility
of Choice C, suggest including a RCP parameter in the stem,
where RCP A has the lowest value.
Partial: Re-word the stem question to say “in accordance with..”
instead of “during the implementation of.”
Stem Focus: The 4th bullet phrase “in the injection mode” is not
necessary.
Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet can be shortened to say: “The crew
is performing EOP-2.1, Post-LOCA Cooldown and
Depressurization.” The phrase “actions contained in” is not
necessary.
LOK: This test item appears to be higher cog; let’s discuss.
4-19-18: Comment #1 is N/A because EOP-14.0 (Inadequate
Core Cooling) starts all 3 RCPs. Other comments incorporated;
question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

T1G2 WE03 (LOCA Cooldown – Depress) EK2.2

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

24

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: The only trends necessary are the Tcold and source
range trends; the other trends in the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th bullets
are not necessary to elicit the correct response.
Stem Focus: In the 1st bullet, the phrase “Loss of Coolant
Accident” is spelled out even though this format is not used in
other test items like Q#3 and Q#4. Need to be consistent
though out the entire exam.
Stem Focus: The stem question is missing a question mark.
4-19-18: Added RHR flow to enhance Integrity plausibility;
other comments incorporated. Question is SAT.

3.

4.
5.

“WOOTF identifies RED or ORANGE Critical Safety Functions
for these conditions?”

Suggest re-wording the stem question as:

Partial: The stem question phrase “is a complete list of all...” will
lead to a no correct answer post-exam comment. Even though
the stem question says “Based only on the conditions above..”,
this doesn’t preclude an applicant successfully contesting that
there is no correct answer when taking into account other
conditions that would occur as a result of the stem conditions.

2.

1.

T1G2 WE06 (Degraded Core Cooling) EG2.4.21

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

x

Q#

25

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E/U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cred Dist: Choice D (initiate SI because of PZR level) is not
plausible because the stem contains level indications much
lower, in the reactor vessel head.
Partial: To ensure one correct answer, the stem question and
Choices need to be re-worded to say “required” instead of using
the phrase “will be.” For example:

2.

3.

Stem Focus: The 4th and 5th bullets may need to be moved up
after the 2nd bullet to clarify the sequence of events. Was SI
terminated at EOP-16, Step 10 or earlier in EOP-1.2, SI
Termination? Were the RCPs stopped in EOP-2.0 (E1)?
Provide the bullets in the order they were performed in the EOP
network.
Stem Focus: The 7th bullet phrase “are present on the main
control board” is not necessary; suggest using the word “exist.”
LOK: This question may be higher cog; let’s discuss.
4-23-18: Rewrote question; new question is SAT.

4.

5.
6.
7.

“WOOTF identifies whether SI is required to be reinitiated in
accordance with EOP-16.0, including the reason?”

Cred Dist: Choice A is not plausible because it is the only
Choice without an accompanying “reason.”

1.

T1G2 WE08 (RCS Overcooling-PTS procedures) EK3.2

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

26

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Job-Link: The second part of the test item tests RO applicants’
knowledge of the EOP bases for EOP-17.1 (FR-Z.2). The SRO
Clarification Guidance Document (ES-401, Attachment 2) is
silent on whether EOP bases knowledge is SRO or RO
knowledge. The learning objective (STATE the entry conditions
of EOP-12.0, Symptoms, and Transitions from other
procedures) does not justify testing the RO applicants’
knowledge of the EOP bases for EOP-17.1; therefore, this test
item is vulnerable to a post-exam appeal. Suggest testing a
required manual operator action in EOP-17.1, or mitigative
strategy.
The reference provided to the applicants is not necessary since
the proposed test item is really asking which sump level (RB or
RHR) is used to identify an Orange Path. The “instrumentation
set” is not necessary; the knowledge being tested is that the
RHR Sump level is used to identify an Orange Path.
Partial: Because the RHR Sump Levels (Set B) indications on
the provided reference are 417 feet, an applicant can
successfully argue there is no correct answer since the Orange
Path set point is 419.5 feet.
Stem Focus: The 1st bullet is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The stem NOTE and the bolded REFERENCE
PROVIDED are redundant.
Stem Focus: The stem question needs a question mark.
4-23-18: Question replaced with new question on SW leak; OL
Feedback Item 401.55. Question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

T1G2 WE15 (Containment Flooding) EK2.1

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

27

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
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x

M

E/U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: The 6th bullet phrase “and increasing” is not necessary to
elicit the correct response. (The only pertinent information is
1200 R/hr).

2.

Stem Focus: The stem question asks which choice completes
BOTH statements per OAP-103.4, EOP/AOP User’s Guide,
even though the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement has nothing to do
with OAP-103.4.
4-19-18: Remedial action portion of K/A is being hit because
the required action depends on using the adverse containment
radiation value. Question is SAT.

3.

4.

Additionally, the 7th bullet phrase “and engineering is not
evaluating integrated dose” is not necessary to elicit the correct
response. (The only pertinent information is IPCS is not
available.)

Q=K/A: Although the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement tests the
portion of the K/A statement related to “annunciators and
condition indicating signals, the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement
does not test remedial actions associated with EOP-17.2 (E16,
FR-Z.3), Response to High Reactor Building Radiation. The
EFW flow adjustment is not related to the K/A topic.

1.

T1G2 WE16 (High Containment Radiation-remedial actions) EK1.3

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

F

Q#

28

29

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x
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E

U
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5. Other

Cue: The 4th bullet is not necessary to elicit the correct
response. The 4th bullet is Power Range Channels, and the
correct Choice is also Power Range Channels.
Cue: The 1st fill-in-the-blank phrase “reactivity inserted by” is
not necessary to elicit the correct response.
Stem Focus: The 2nd bullet is not necessary.
Are there any RCP design features/interlocks that prevent
transients? Flywheel and Anti-Rotation Device?
4-23-18: Replaced question with new question to test RCP bus
swap-over interlock; question is SAT.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

We need to ensure this test item doesn’t overlap a simulator
scenario. The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement may overlap.
Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement phrase “Without
operator action” is not necessary.
4-19-18: To avoid operating test overlap, re-worked question to
test when manual makeup is terminated. Question is SAT.

1.
2.
3.
4.

T2G1 (CVCS-boration/dilution batch control) A4.12

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (steam dumps cause
power to rise) is not plausible because steam dumps actuate in
response to RCS over temperature, which is negative reactivity.
(See Q#32) There is nothing in the stem that could be
misconstrued to indicate that the steam dumps wouldn’t operate
correctly.

1.

T2G1 (RCP-design feature/interlock cold water or transient) K4.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

30

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus
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5. Other

Stem Focus: None of the information above the stem question
is necessary.
Stem Focus: The 2nd fill-in-the-blank phrase “will ensure that
T.S. 3.4.9.3 is met by” is not necessary. Suggest re-wording as
“GOP-6 requires opening a minimum of ___(2)___.”
Add the plausibility for 200°F (1st part of Choices A/B) to the
distractor analysis. SOP-115 states that initiating a cooldown
on RHR while RCS HL temperature are > 200 deg renders RHR
incapable of being aligned to RWST.
4-23-18: Re-worked question to test where water moves when
Overpressure Protection reliefs lift. Question is SAT.

3.

4.

5.

The “predict” portion of the K/A can be accomplished by testing
the applicants’ knowledge of where the suction relief valve flow
is directed. The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement should probably
remain, since there appears to be no substantive guidance in
ARPAXP-610, or an abnormal procedure, for mitigating the
overpressure transient.

“When writing questions for coupled K/As (e.g., A2) try to test
both aspects of the K/A statement.”

Q=K/A: The proposed test item does not require the applicants
to predict the impact of a pressure transient during cold
shutdown. ES-401, Section D.2.a (page 7 of 52) states:

2.

1.

T2G1 (RHR-pressure transient during cold shutdown) A2.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#
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x

x
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Partial and/or #/units: The term “pumped flow” is slang;;
therefore, this test item is vulnerable to post exam appeal.
Replace with the specific meter used to identify SI flow to the
core. For example, does SI-XYZ, SI Injection, indicate flow at
this time?
Stem Focus: The 2nd question does not need to refer to “A”
Train pump restoration”; the reference to “A” in the 2nd part of
each Choice can be eliminated, and the 2nd question can be:

2.

3.

Stem Focus: The Initial Conditions bullet sequence should
include “C” Charging Pump tagged out of service with the 1st
bullet, or move it under the 1st bullet.
Stem Focus: The word “have” in the 6th Initial Conditions bullet
is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The phrase “The NROATC reports that..” is not
necessary in the 1st Current Conditions bullet.
Stem Focus: The 4th Current Conditions bullet is not necessary.
Partial: The “B” Charging Pump remains running; therefore, SI
flow could exist on the CR SI Injection Flow Meter. Discuss.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cue: The 4th bullet in the Initial Conditions is not necessary
because RCS pressure is also provided in the Current
Conditions (3rd bullet).

4.

“What is/are the minimum pump(s) needed to raise flow on SIXYZ, SI Injection?”

Since the 2nd part of each Choice is unique, the 1st part of the
question is not being tested.

1.

T2G1 (ECCS-effect of a loss of pump) K6.13

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

32

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

The operational validity of the CRS being concerned with the
PRT following a loss of all electrical load is questionable, since
the CRS would be in the EOPs. Suggest deleting the 2nd bullet
and modifying the 3rd bullet:

2.

Partial: To ensure only one correct answer, suggest including
the phrase “minimum required actions” in the stem question.
Partial: Since the stem question doesn’t specify a time interval
to clear the alarm, there may be no correct answer if the crew
only cooled the PRT in accordance with SOP-101, Section O,
since cooling could also lower the level over a long period of
time. SOP-101 doesn’t specify what actions have to be taken.
Cue: The bolded underlined sentence (Assume that ambient
heat loss will not occur) points the applicant to action (3), which
is cooling the PRT.
Stem Focus: The phrase “as necessary” in the 6th bullet is not
necessary.
4-19-18: Rewrote question; new question is SAT.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

“Pressurizer PORVs lifted during a transient.”

Partial: Choice C is also correct because SOP-101, Section V,
RCDT/PRT Outage Operations, is used to drain the PRT. Step
1.5 states that prior to adjusting PRT level, the PRT is to be
vented. Therefore, Choice C is also correct.

1.

T2G1 (PZR Relief/Quench Tank- PZR Over-pressurization) A2.03

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#
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x
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the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement says “as a result of this
relief”, where “relief” means over-pressure,
the 2nd bullet in the stem says that RB Spray Pumps are
inop - - meaning RB Pressure is uncontrolled, and
the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement is about the rupture
diaphragm, which implies an impact on RB Pressure.





Stem Focus: The bolded underlined sentence should be
included in the 3rd stem bullet as a plant condition instead of an
assumption.
Stem Focus: The 5th bullet is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The word “device” in the 1st fill-in-the-blank
statement should be “rupture diaphragm.”
Stem Focus: The 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement has a typo, “will
be first be used.”

3.
4.
5.

Suggest keeping the 1st part of the question and revising the 2nd
part of the question to test a physical relationship with
containment, such as PRT location, etc.

there is nothing in the stem that could be misconstrued as
fuel failure,



Cred Dist: The 2nd part of Choices B/D (PRT rupture diaphragm
causes Adverse Cnmt Rad) is not plausible because:

2.

1.

T2G1 (PZR Relief/Quench Tank-relationship to Cnmt) K1.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#
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2
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Cred Dist: The 2nd part of Choices A/C (out-of-service SW train
available w/o manual valve re-alignment) is not plausible
because the SW loops are independent, and the pump autostart feature is not used. The plausibility examples of EFW and
RHR used in the distracter analysis are not similar because their
cross tie is within each system, not across systems. These
Choices are also not plausible because they contain the phrase
“without additional operator action required”, which is rarely the
case after a Service Water Pump has tripped.
Stem Focus: The word “up” and “down” may be slang; provide
examples in procedures where these words are used to
represent “racked in” and “racked out.”
Stem Focus: The 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement should start with
the word “The” instead of “A.”
4-19-18: Comment #1 is N/A because “B” CCW train is active
loop. Normal lineup is 2 SW Pumps running. There is a x-tie
within each system. Question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.
4.

T2G1 (CCW-physical connections/relationship w/ SWS) K1.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#
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2.
LOD
(1-5)

x
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Stem Focus: The 1st part of Choice D should match the wording
of the 1st part of Choice A, that is, Choice D should say “fully
open” instead of “100% open.”
The question is listed as MODIFIED; however, the stem is
exactly the same as PZRPRESSCNTRLSYS68. ES-401,
Section D.2.f (page 9 of 52) states:

4.

5.

6.

Cue: This question provides a cue to the applicants for Q#59,
that the Master Pressure Controller is related to PCV-444B.

3.

4-19-18: Changed to Bank question designator. Comments
incorporated; question is SAT.

“…but significantly modify each question by changing at least
one pertinent condition in the stem and at least one distractor.”

Cue: The phrase “as integral action takes effect” is not
necessary to elicit the correct response.

“Immediately after the PT-444 failure, the spray valves will be
__(1)__ .”

Cue: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement phrase “Master Pressure
Controller will demand the” is not necessary to elicit the correct
response. Suggest:

2.

1.

T2G1 010 (PZR Pressure Ctl-loss of pressure detection) K6.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

F

Q#
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2

1.9

2.
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Stem Focus: The two bolded and underlined statements are
not necessary.
Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement phrase
“Opening PCV-444D at 100% power causes” is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The last word in the stem question should be
plural, that is, statements instead of “statement.”

3.
4.
5.

1.

Suggest testing how the loss of a permissive circuit, or a
transmitter, will affect RPS, similar to the original version of the
question.

The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement tests “required to operate
properly” and the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement tests “normal set
point.” Neither part of the test item tests how the loss of a RPS
trip circuit affects the RPS.

Q=K/A: The proposed test item doesn’t test the applicants’
knowledge of how the loss of a trip circuit affects RPS.

T2G1 012 (RPS-loss of trip logic circuit) K6.03

What is the operational validity of an operator opening the spray
valve at 100% power?

Suggest testing what the OT∆T set point value is at 100%
power and then how the set point is affected if a spray valve
inadvertently opened.

When a spray valve is opened, the pressure goes down, and the
system becomes closer to saturation (DNB). Since the 2nd fill-inthe-blank statement already tells the applicants that the set point
will change, then the answer can be deduced by knowing that,
since the system is closer to DNB, then the reactor protection
set point must become more conservative, i.e., trip the reactor at
a point much lower than the original 123% trip set point.

Here is the logic that can be used to deduce the correct answer
without knowing any plant-specific information:

List parameters that affect DNR and DNBR and describe their
affects.

LOD: The proposed test item doesn’t test plant-specific
information; the proposed test item solely tests generic
fundamentals K/A 193008, Thermal Hydraulics, K1.05:

2.

1.

T2G1 012 (RPS-DNB) K5.01

Explanation

8.
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H

Q#
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Partial: Based on the 2nd stem bullet (SI spuriously actuated),
an applicant can successfully argue that there are no correct
answers, since the SI logic obviously isn’t working correctly. IF
Choice C (Only one train of SI reset) is the correct answer, then
the state of the SI logic becomes questionable to the point that
there is no way to predict the answer of the 1st and 2nd stem
questions.
IF any of the scenarios involve resetting SI, THEN this test item
overlaps the same knowledge in the operating exam.
Stem Focus: The two lights for SI ACT and SI BLCK have
different states of brightness; it is not possible to use the picture
to determine the state of brightness. Suggest including two
more bullets in the stem that state which lights are illuminated,
similar to the original version of this test item.
4-19-18: None of scenarios have failure of one train to reset.
Other comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.

2.
3.

4.

T2G1 013 (ESFAS-annunciators, alarms, or procedures) G2.4.31

Explanation

8.
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H
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4-19-18: Comment #1 is N/A; other comments incorporated.
Question is SAT.

ESF LOADING SEQ A/B RESETS switch must be taken to the
NON-ESF LCKOUTS position.

#/units: The 2nd part of the question is not specific as to
switches. For example, the 2nd part of Choice A should be
worded as:

2.

1.

4-18-18: Comment incorporated; question is SAT.

“Is T.S. LCO 3.6.2.3 met for the current conditions?”

Job-Link: To ensure that everyone knows the test item is only
testing above-the-line information, suggest re-wording the 2nd
stem question as:

T2G1 022 (Containment Cooling-Knowledge of LCOs) G2.2.22

4.

3.

Stem Focus: The 1st part of the question is really only asking
whether the control group heaters will/will Not be used; the 2nd
part of the question is really only asking whether the ESF
LOADING SEQ A/B RESETS Switch is/is Not required to be
taken to the AUTO-START BLOCKS position.

2.

Suggest re-working the stem questions to test these aspects,
instead of including the Backup Group heaters and the NONESF LCKOUTS items, since these items are contained in every
Choice.

Partial: Each answer choice should stand on its own, without
requiring the applicant to compare one answer choice to
another. Technically, Choice A is not entirely correct since other
plant actions (beyond the scope of this question) are required to
be taken. However, since Choice A uses the word “Only”, an
applicant can successfully contend that there is no absolute
correct answer, but instead, one answer that is “better” than the
others.

1.

T2G1 013 (ESFAS-vital power load control) K4.11

Explanation

8.
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Job-Link: IF knowledge of FSAR Chapter 6 design basis
information is required, THEN this test item goes beyond RO
knowledge.
Partial: Choice D (spray system CANNOT perform its design
function – pumps must be stopped) is also correct because the
stem does not include containment pressure, which is used in
EOP-2.4, Step 9 to determine whether spray pump operation
is/is not allowed. Even though Choice D says “pumps must be
stopped from a loss of RWCT suction”, the applicant can
successfully argue that this is an INDIRECT issue after swap
over occurred.
Stem Focus: The stem question phrase “capable of performing
its design function” is vague; suggest re-working the question to
test whether RB Spray Pump operation is/ is NOT required.
Stem Focus: The 2nd part of Choice A should be more clearly
worded as: “suction valves have auto-aligned to the sump.”
Stem Focus: The 2nd part of Choice B should be more clearly
worded as: “the RWST remains the suction source.”
Stem Focus: The word “reading” in the 3rd bullet should be
“implementing.”
Stem Focus: To be consistent with the remainder of the exam,
suggest underlining and bolding the word current in the stem
question.
Ensure no overlap with SRO Q#83, and RO Q#17.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10. 4-23-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

Partial: Choice A (spray system CAN perform its design
function) is also correct because EOP-2.4 (ECA-1.1) Step 9
(Determine RB Spray Pump Requirements) allows the spray
pumps to be operated, depending on containment pressure,
with RWST level between 10 – 18%. An applicant can
successfully argue that EOP-2.4, Step 9 meets the definition of
“capable of performing its design function.”

1.

026 (Containment Spray – containment sump level) A1.03

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

x

H
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LOK: Discuss whether this test item is lower cog vs high cog.

2.

Cred Dist: Choice A (valve positions all correct) is not plausible
because there is a difference between the MS Isolation Valve
and the MS Isolation Bypass Valve positions; the main steam
system would never be designed in an unsafe way that
continued to allow steam flow through the break via the open
MS Isolation Bypass Valve.
Cred Dist: Choice B (MS Isolation should be open) is not
plausible because a MSLB has occurred and the system would
never be designed in an unsafe way that the isolation valve
remained open.
Stem Focus: The 1st 0531 bullet should be clearly worded as:
“A main steam line break inside the RB has occurred.”
Stem Focus: The word “correctly” in the stem question is not
necessary. Also, the word “proper” should be “required.”
4-23-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

039 (Main & Reheat Steam-monitor auto-isolation of MRSS) A3.02

The 2nd part of the test item (set point for RB Spray Pump autostart) overlaps with the scenarios; the applicants will verify the
RB Spray Pump auto-starts at 12.05 psig during the scenarios.
Replace the 2nd part of the test item.

1.

026 (Containment Spray-Pump starts & MOV positioning) A3.01

Explanation

8.
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Stem Focus: The 3rd Initial Condition bullet should also specify
that the reactor is at the POAH. Alternatively, provide stem
bullets that indicate the reactor is at the POAH, such as PZR
level rising, SUR decreasing, etc.
Stem Focus: The phrase “as a result of the failure” in the fill-onthe-blank statement is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The phrase “and plant” in the 1st bullet is not
necessary.
4-25-18: Comment #4 is N/A because pump heat can cause
Tavg to rise. Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

5.
6.
7.

“both steam generator PORVs and the safety relief valve(s) with
the lowest set point all open.”

Stem Focus: Based on Comment #2, suggest re-wording the
2nd part of Choice B as:

4.

3.

Stem Focus: The 2nd part of Choice A should not interfere with
the plausibility of the 2nd part of Choice B. Suggest re-wording
the 2nd part of Choice A as:

2.

“steam generator PORVs open; safety relief valves remain
closed.”

Cred Dist: Choice C assumes that the applicant made the
correct determination that the steam dumps have all opened.
Given that correct determination, the last half of the 2nd part of
Choice C (greater than the rate of secondary heat removal) is
not plausible. Suggest changing the 2nd part of Choice C to
“power rises to 10%.”

1.

T2G1 039 (Main & Reheat Steam-malfunction effect on RCS) K3.05

Explanation

8.
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Partial: There is no initial plant power level provided; therefore,
there may be no correct answer when the plant is initially
shutdown.
Stem Focus: The phrase “and stabilizes” in Choice A is not
necessary.
4-20-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

3.

4.
5.

There is no MFW Pump “main-turbine-trip” feature.



Cred Dist: Choice D (MFW Pumps trip only after normal RCS
pressure is reached) is not plausible because its wording implies
that the MFW Pumps don’t trip until after RCS pressure is
restored to 2235 psig.

All bearing oil transmitters failing to exactly 3 psig is not
operationally valid; Choice B is worded to imply that every
bearing oil transmitter fails to 3 psig. There are typically 10
or so bearings, each with an oil transmitter.



Cred Dist: Choice B (MT bearing oil transmitters fail to 3 psig) is
not plausible for two reasons:

2.

1.

T2G1 059 (MFW-connections/relationship w SG) K1.03

Explanation

8.
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Cue: The second question phrase “if this leakage is occurring”
is not necessary to elicit the correct response.
Stem Focus: The 1st part of Choices C/D should mirror the 1st
part of Choices A/B; the 1st part of Choices C/D should not
contain the reason. For example, suggest changing the 1st part
of Choices C/D to be:

3.
4.

Stem Focus: Suggest changing the last word in the 1st part of
Choices A/B to be “recorded”, instead of “monitored.”
4-20-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

5.
6.

“EFW Pump Discharge lines are manually vented.”

Cue: The first question phrase “potential for check valve
leakage from the steam generators back to the EFW system” is
not necessary to elicit the correct response.

Suggest changing the 2nd part of Choices A/C for the concern to
be the Terry Turbine Rupture Disc (by modifying the stem to
only ask about the TDEFW Pump), OR change so the concern
is T.S. 3.7.9, EFW Pump Area Temperature Monitoring, LCO
limits.

Cred Dist: The 2nd part of Choices A/C (concern is discharge
line check valve leakage causes pump seal damage) is not
plausible because all three EFW pumps have a discharge check
valve. The training materials do not mention pump seals, or
include learning objectives for the pump seals.

2.

1.

T2G1 061 (EFW-implication of feed line voiding) K5.05

Explanation

8.

1.
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The knowledge of whether XCP-636, 5-1 will or will not alarm is
over-shadowed by the fundamental concept that when DC
control power is removed to anything, the indicating light will
extinguish. Suggest revising the 2nd part of the question to test
whether or not XCP-636, 5-1 will/ will NOT alarm. The first part
of the question tests plant-specific knowledge (AMBER);
however, the second part of the question can be answered by
knowing GFE K/A 191008, Breakers, Relays, & Disconnects,
K1.09: Effects of …removal of control power on breaker
operation.
Stem Focus: Though out the question, it’s not clear where the
indication being described is located. For example, in the 2nd
stem bullet, suggest clarifying the main control room. Also, in
the 2nd part of Choices B and D, suggest clarifying main control
room. Otherwise, an applicant may ask if these items are
referring to local indication.
Stem Focus: Suggest clarifying the 0240 bullet as:

2.

3.

4.

Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement should include
the word “on” instead of “at.”
Stem Focus: The 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement should include
“DC” before the word “control.”
4-23-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

5.
6.
7.

“The closing and tripping DC control power breakers in the BUS
1EA FEED BKR cubicle are opened locally.”

Stem Focus: The stem didn’t include whether the plant was in
an outage, etc. What evolution was being performed at Time
0200? The feeder breaker to Bus 1EA was initially closed; what
were the operators doing when they recognized the feeder
breaker wouldn’t open remotely? Suggest providing answers to
these question in the stem.

1.

T2G1 062 (AC Elect Dist – local operation of breakers) A4.04

Explanation

8.
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Stem Focus: The stem should be divided into two parts: Initial
Conditions and Current Conditions, similar to the other test
items. This will make it clear that the field breaker initially
tripped open before the Bus was de-energized.
Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet phrase “due to a mechanical failure”
is not necessary.
Partial: The word “must” should be replaced with the word “can”
in the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement to ensure no post-exam
comments.
Stem Focus: The word “unloaded” in Choices A/B is not
necessary.
#/units: The 2nd part of Choices B and D should include the
“XSW” designator, that is, Bus XSW 1DX.
4-20-18: Rewrote new question; new question is SAT.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

3.

2.

1.

4-18-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

“WOOTF components has lost DC power?”

Partial: The stem question should be clarified to ensure a
correct answer exists:

“Battery XBA1X BATTERY 1X is lost.”

Stem Focus: The 2nd stem bullet should be shortened, the
reason is not necessary. Suggest:

T2G1 063 (DC Elect Dist – Power to Major DC loads) K2.01

This test item tests the EDG start topic, which is similar to Q#50;
suggest getting away from the EDG for this test item to ensure
exam breadth of coverage.

1.

T2G1 063 (DC Elect Dist – breakers & control power fuses) A4.01

Explanation

8.
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Source B/M/N: The question is listed as MODIFIED; however,
the stem is exactly the same as DC26. ES-401, Section D.2.f
(page 9 of 52) states:

2.

Partial: In the post-exam review, an applicant can successfully
argue that Choice C (did not auto-start, but can be locally
started) is virtually the same as Choice D (did not auto-start but
can be locally started with air valves).
Cred: Choice A is not plausible because of the phrase “running
as designed” could potentially mean the same thing as Choice
B, that is, the EDG auto-started and is running as designed with
the field de-energized.
Cue: Choice A is missing the word “automatically”, like the
other Choices.
4-23-18: Since question has a 2nd knowledge in each choice,
this qualifies as a significantly modified test item. Comments
incorporated; question is SAT.

3.

4.

5.
6.

“…but significantly modify each question by changing at least
one pertinent condition in the stem and at least one distractor.”

This test item tests the EDG start topic, which is similar to Q#48.

1.

T2G1 064 (EDG-control power) K2.03

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

51

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

N

E/U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Q=K/A: The Process Rad Monitoring topic is not being tested.
The stem indicates that a LB LOCA occurred, which initiates the
Control Room Building Emergency Mode of Operation.

3.

4.

Partial: Supply Air RM-A1 has three channels (particulate,
iodine, gaseous); the only channel that actuates the Control
Room Building Emergency Mode of Operation is the GASEOUS
channel. Since the stem does not include any RM-A1
indications, there is technically no correct answer to the 1st part
of the question.

2.

5.

Suggest moving the phrase “within 30 minutes” to the last part
of only Choices A/C.

Cred Dist: The last part of the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement
(“within 30 minutes”) injures the plausibility of 2nd part of Choices
B/D because verifying that both Fans are running isn’t going to
be something that HAS to be done from the Reference Page of
EOP-1.0 (E-0).

Even though the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement says “As a result
of the RM-A1 alarm..”, the 1st part of all four Choices tells the
applicant that the Control Room Building Emergency Mode
Actuation occurred. The applicant’s ability to interpret or verify
the status of the RM-A1 is not being tested. Suggest re-working
the question to resolve Comment #2 above, which will contribute
to resolving this Comment #3.

The 2nd part of the test item overlaps the operating exam
scenarios because the crews will review and announce the
EOP-1.0 (E-0) fold-out page requirements for every reactor trip.

1.

T2G1 073 (Process Rad – interpret, understand) G2.2.44

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

52

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

N

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Partial and/or #/units: The 5th bullet identifies RB Temperature;
however, this may not be the same as Primary Containment
Average Air Temperature. Is there a control room indicator for
Average Air Temperature? If so, then include the #/unid in the
stem to ensure the applicant can answer the 1st part of the
question per TS 3.6.1.5.
3.

4.

Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet is vague. Was the Industrial Cooling
Malfunction the reason for MVG-3111A, -3112A, and -3110A
closures? If so, then suggest combining these bullets. If not,
then consider deleting the bullet, or, alternatively, provide more
information to clarify the bullet.

Instead, the proposed test item tests the applicants’ knowledge
of how operating SW controls affects SW cooling (RB
temperature) to RBCUs.

Q=K/A: The proposed test item does not test the applicants’
ability to predict/monitor changes in CCW after operating SW
controls.

2.

1.

T2G1 076 (SW – predict/monitor RBCCW & TBCCW) A1.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#

53

54

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

B

E

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

4-18-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

Suggest testing the applicants’ knowledge of the IPV-8324
position when instrument air header pressure is 60 psig.

Since nothing in the training materials state that IPV-8324 will
be “partially open” open at 65 psig; therefore, an applicant can
successfully contend that there is no correct answer for the 2nd
part of the question.

Partial and/or Minutia: Unless the cavity level effect is
observable, after one of the two exhaust fans is stopped with the
equipment hatch open, then this test item is vulnerable to a
post-exam appeal for no correct answer or minutia. SOP-114,
Precaution #7 documents past known “manometer” effects with
the fuel transfer tube open; however, it does not take into
account the open equipment hatch. Suggest modifying the test
item to mirror the same situation presented in SOP-114,
Precaution #7.
Partial: The word “would” should be replaced with the word
“will” in the stem question, to ensure one and only one correct
answer.
Stem Focus: The 1st bullet is not necessary.

1.

2.

3.

T2G1 103 (Cnmt–pred/mon ∆’s press/temp/humidity w/ op ctls)
A1.01

3.

Partial and/or Minutia: In the post-exam appeal space, an
applicant can successfully argue that Choice B is also correct
because the IPV-8324 position is undefined between 65 psig
and 60 psig; the training materials only say that IPV-8324 is fully
closed at 60 psig.

2.

Since a “rupture” occurred (2nd bullet) it is minutia to test the
momentary “partially open” valve position because instrument
air will most surely lower below 60 psig.

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (IPV-2659 auto-closes)
is not plausible because the stem contains no value for RB air
header pressure. Therefore an applicant can eliminate Choices
C/D based solely on the noun name of IPV-2659 (Instrument Air
Supply to Reactor Building Air Header).

1.

T2G1 078 (Instrument Air – Air Pressure) A3.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

H

Q#

55

56

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

N

E

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The 4th bullet may be better if it said that both
doors were open (instead of saying neither personnel hatch
doors will close); if neither door will close, then technically the
minimum required action to close at least one door cannot be
accomplished.
Stem Focus: The 4th bullet phrase “Mechanical Maintenance
reports that..” is not necessary.
One remedy may be to test the RO applicants’ knowledge of
whether LCO 3.6.1.1 is / is NOT applicable during Refueling.

2.

3.
4.

2.

1.

“The rod block is being caused by __(2)___. “

Stem Focus: The phrase “by the power levels measured” in the
2nd fill-in-the-blank statement is not necessary. Suggest:

“WOOTF completes the following statements for these
conditions?”

Partial: To ensure Choice D is not also correct, re-word the
stem question so that both statements refer to the current
conditions, like:

T2G2 001 (CRD-connections/relationships between NIS/RPS) K1.05

Cred Dist: Choice A (no action required following loss of RHR)
is not plausible because decay heat removal was lost with the
core fully loaded.

1.

T2G1 103 (Cnmt-loss of Cnmt during refueling) K3.03

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

57

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

3.

#/units and/or Cred Dist: During the administration of the written
exam, an applicant may ask the proctor “What is the noun name
of PCV-444C and -444D?”

2.

Does the Control Board noun name include the RCS
Loop identifier?



4-18-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

Unless the official noun name for both valves is only “PZR
SPRAY”, then Choices A/B may not be plausible because the
stem says RCPs A & C were stopped due to high vibration.

Is the official noun name what is listed in the SOP
valve lineup?



Is there VCS guidance as to what the official noun names are
for valves?

Partial: The stem question (WOOTF described the first method
directed in EOP-2.1) asks what the procedure directs versus
what is listed in the stem. Choice B is also correct.

1.

T2G2 002 (RCS – implications of loss forced circulation) K5.14

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

58

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: The time difference between the Initial Conditions and the
Current Conditions is unknown. The NROATC placing one SR
Train A Switch to the BLOCK position, at some point well in
advance of Time 0404, points the applicants to the P-6
requirement. Suggest also including a time for the Initial
Conditions, that is operationally valid, and within the context of
GOP-3, Step 3.13.
Cue: The 2nd bullet in the Current Conditions is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The SUR is missing from the Initial Conditions.
Stem Focus: Assuming Comment #1 wasn’t an issue, the stem
question could be stream-lined as:

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

“WOOTF SUR values will be present at Time 0406?”

Partial: This test item is vulnerable to post-exam appeals of
multiple correct answers. The wording of the stem question is
not precise; the word “closest” also implies there is no exact
Choice. An applicant can successfully contend that Choices A,
B, and C are all equally correct since they all represent relatively
“close” reactor trip SUR values.

1.

T2G2 015 (NI – predict/monitor SUR ∆’s) A1.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

59

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The phrase “..to reduce pressure during a
transient such as the one above”, in the 1st stem question, is not
necessary.
Partial: Why is the bolded underlined sentence necessary? Is
this the case at 100% power? If not, then there may be no
correct answer to the question.
Stem Focus: The 2nd stem question refers to control board
“meter” for the “associated pressure instrument”, which is
confusing.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Cue: The word “rapidly” (3rd bullet) is not necessary to elicit the
correct response.

2.

4-23-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

“What will this PORV’s pressure instrument on the main control
board be reading at the moment it first lifts?”

Suggest clarifying the 2nd stem question as:

Cue: Q# 35 tells the applicants that the Master Pressure
Controller is related to PCV-444B.

1.

T2G2 016 (NNI – relationship between readings and actual) A3.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

60

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: This test item is missing a stem question.
4-23-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

3.
4.

Choice C may also be correct: The stem says no fuel will
be moved this shift. LCO 3.9.2 requires the audible
indication to be operable in Mode 6. However, Action A of
the LCO says that if the audible indication is not operable,
then core alterations must be suspended. Therefore, the
2nd part of the question may be answered that the Audio
Countrate function is not required to be operable “for the
conditions above.”



Stem Focus: The phrase “Audio Countrate function” in the 2nd
fill-in-the-blank statement should mirror LCO 3.9.2, that is,
“audible indication.”

Choice B may also be correct: SOP-404, Section IV.A,
Step 2.5 directs the operator to set the SR Counter/Scaler
Thumbwheel to the desired time interval. The stem
contains two different versions of wording, which could
make Choice B correct. The 3rd bullet says the CRS wants
to reduce “the frequency of the audible beeping of the Audio
Count Rate”, whereas the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement is
worded differently as “change the time period between the
audible beeps.” Instrumentation & Controls Course
Handout IC-8 did not explain the difference between the SR
Counter/Scaler Thumbwheel and the Audio Multiplier
Switch. For the Audio Multiplier Switch in Position 10, there
will be one “beep” for every ten counts. The Counter/Scaler
Thumbwheel may be the adjustment for the frequency
between the “beeps.”



Partial: An applicant may be able to successfully contend any of
the following, for the reasons provided:

2.

1.

T2G2 034 (Fuel Handling – operate/monitor neutron levels) A4.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

61

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The word “initial” in the 1st stem question is the
same as “within the first 15 seconds.” Also, the word “would”
lends itself to subjectivity. Suggest re-wording the 1st stem
question as:

2.

Stem Focus: The word “would” is subjective in the 1st part of
each Choice; suggest changing to “will.”
Stem Focus: The 3rd stem bullet is not necessary.
Partial: The word “inadvertently” may be better as “fails.” “Fails”
implies the spring pressure rapidly closed the valve, which is the
intent of the test item.
During prep week, we may be able to see this event on the
simulator to validate the answer.
4-23-18: Comments incorporated pending prep week validation;
question is SAT.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

“Which SG level(s) will increase within the first 15 seconds?”

Partial: Since the 1st part of the question includes a timeframe,
and because the term “after conditions stabilize” may be
subjective, suggest revising the 2nd question to include a
timeframe also.

1.

T2G2 035 (SG – effect of loss/malfunction of MSIVs) K6.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

62

3

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N
1.

Stem Focus: GOP-4B, Step 3.7 requires transferring generator
load to the Steam Dump System when reactor power has
lowered to between 12 and 15%. However, Step 3.5.g already
has Steam Dumps placed in the Steam Pressure Mode. The
stem conditions say that Steam Dumps are in the Tavg Mode.
Suggest aligning the stem with the GOP-4B conditions that
would exist at 13% power.
#/units: The 2nd part of Choice B may contain slang with the
phrase “the pot setting”; the terminology used in GOP-4B is
“m/a station set point.”
4-10-18: Comment #1 is N/A because K/A swapped out to 041
K3.01; ICS is Babcox and Wilcock technology.
4-23-18: Question is SAT.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Note: Safeguards Power (GS-2), includes learning objectives
for the 120 VAC Inverter/Bus arrangement, and Enclosure G
contains 120VAC loads.

(XIT-5901 vs XIT-5902)

… which is fed via the ___(2)___ Inverter.

(APN 5902 vs APN 5908)

The SDCS is powered from 120VAC Bus __(1)__ , …

Suggest using a test item that tests the applicants’ knowledge of
which 120 VAC bus the Steam Dump Control System is
powered from, and which inverter feeds that bus. For example:

Q=K/A: The proposed test item does not test the applicants’
knowledge of the power supply to the Steam Dump Control
System (APN 5907/5908). Instead, the proposed test item tests
the applicants’ knowledge of how the loss of APN 5902 affects
the NIs, which in turn causes a reactor trip.

T2G2 041 (Steam Dump – power supply to ICS inverter bkrs) K2.02

E

Explanation

8.

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#

63

64

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

N

E

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

#/units: The XCP-626 terminology should be consistent with
the terminology used in Q#1.

(Since Choice C is not found in AOP-214.1, then consider
replacing it with:
“C. Open MVB-101, CNDSR A & B VAC BKR”)

“Given these conditions, WOOTF AOP-214.1 steps will the
crew perform?”

A better way to word the stem question may be:

Partial: The wording of the stem question could make Choice D
a correct answer, since AOP-214.1 “directs” depressing both
MASTER TRIP/EMERGENCY TRIP pushbuttons (RNO for
Immediate Action Step 3.a).

“B. Verify control rods above RIL.”

Cred Dist: Choice B (open MAIN XFMR FEED XCB-8902) is
not plausible because there is nothing in the stem that could be
misconstrued that the main generator breaker failed to open
after the turbine tripped, and because AOP-214.1, E-0, and
other procedures always direct verifying the GEN BKR is open.
Suggest replacing with:

Partial: Does both cross-over valves not-full-open cause a
direct turbine trip logic signal? Both cross-over valves must be
opened for CVP “C”, and closing MVB-102B would lose
vacuum.
Stem Focus: The phrase “Main Turbine trip due to a” is not
necessary in the stem question.
Stem Focus: The phrase “output from” in Choice A is not
necessary.
4-18-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

1.

2.
3.
4.

T2G2 055 (CAR – knowledge of CAR loss on condenser) K3.01

3.

2.

1.

T2G2 045 (MT Gen–predict EHC malf, use procedures) A2.17

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

F

Q#

65

66

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

B

M

S

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The first word “A” in each of the Choices is not
necessary; the four Choices may be shortened as:
A. RM-L5 low sample flow
B. Fairfield Penstocks low dilution flowrate
C. RM-L5 loss of power
D. Waste Monitor Tank low level
Was this test item used on the previous two NRC exams for the
K/A 068 K4.01 topic? (No)
4-18-18: Comments incorporated; question is SAT.

2.

3.
4.

T3 G2.1.1 (knowledge of conduct of ops requirements)

Cue: The word “complete” in Choice C is not necessary to elicit
the correct response.

1.

T2G2 068 (Liquid RW – design features/interlocks) K4.01

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

67

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The phrase “by a specified time period” in the 1st
fill-in-the-blank statement is not needed.
Stem Focus: The stem question ends with “ IAW OAP-106.1”,
but the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement is based on OAP-100.6.
Stem Focus: The OATC TREND ROUNDS designation should
also include OAP-106.1, Attachment X. Likewise, the OATC
(MODE 1-4) TECH SPEC ROUNDS designation should also
include OAP-106.1, Attachment 1.

4.
5.

the 2nd stem bullet (word “relieved”) is slang/vague.



3.

the word “should” is not a requirement, i.e., OAP-106.1,
Operating Rounds, Section 6.3 states “Tech Spec Rounds
should be taken within the first two hours of each shift”;
and



Stem Focus: The 2nd stem bullet is slang/vague; the premise
should be clearer that the oncoming operator didn’t finish with
turnover, and didn’t assume the position, until 2000.

there is no guidance that says if the turnover occurred late
the Tech Spec rounds absolutely still has to be completed
within the first two hours of a normal shift;



Partial: During the post-exam appeal process, an applicant
could successfully contend there is no correct answer to the 2nd
part of the question for any of the following reasons:

2.

1.

T3 G2.1.2

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

67

2.
LOD
(1-5)

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

LOK: There may be too few Lower Cog test items on the RO
exam; the suggestion in Comment 2 may be able to help with
the quota.
4-23-18: Comments incorporated and a new 2nd half of the
question was developed. Question is SAT.
4.

(two hours of each shift vs. half of the shift)

Tech Spec Rounds should be taken within the first __(1)____ ,
when possible.

WOOTF completes the following statement in accordance with
OAP-106.1, OPERATING ROUNDS?

Suggest the following:

Cred Dist: Choice C (5.8 hours) is not plausible because the
stem says the day shift assumed the watch at 0725; the time
that the turnover meeting started to be the time the crew
assumed the watch is not plausible.

Suggest changing the stem time from 0725 to 0730 to remedy.

Partial and/or Minutia: An applicant can successfully contend
that Choice A is also correct, or, stated in another way, it is
minutia to differentiate between 0725 and 0730 because it is
irrelevant to the overall intent of the 2 hour Tech Spec Rounds
Completion Expectation.

3.

2.

1.

Sample question was revised to eliminate the word “required” and the
late turnover scenario described above; Stem Focus Items previously
identified were either fixed or do not apply. However, the following
new flaws exist:

T3 G2.1.2 (knowledge of operator responsibilities all modes)

Explanation

8.

3

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

4. Job Content Flaws

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

M

F

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

3. Psychometric Flaws

68

2.
LOD
(1-5)

M

1.
LOK
(F/H)

68

Q#

The rod height after a 10% power reduction without a Boric
Acid addition has to be calculated by the RO and written on
Attachment IA; therefore, it is not “directly read” from the
Attachment, at least not initially.



Partial: The 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement attachment should
reference OAP-100.6 Attachment IB (Reactivity Management
Brief Modes 1 – 3).
4-20-18:

1.

2.

The operating test overlap concern in the Sample Question (see
above) was addressed by testing Attachment IB (Reactivity
Management Brief Modes 1 – 3) instead of testing an item located on
Attachment IA (Reactivity Control Parameters). Also, the
direct/indirect issue, as well as the underlying Reactor Engineering
responsibility issue, was addressed by using the exact words from
OAP-100.6, Attachment 1A instead of paraphrasing. However, the
following new flaws exist:

T3 G2.1.43 (use procedures determine effects reactivity of plant ∆s)

In accordance with OAP-100.6, Control Room Conduct and
Control of Shift Activities, Attachment 1A, Reactivity Control
Parameters should be maintained by _________ . (the RO vs
Reactor Engineering)

Suggest the following:

Reactor Engineering calculates some of the inputs needed
by the RO to complete Attachment IA. Therefore, Reactor
Engineering can be indirectly responsible for calculating
the values contained in Attachment IA.

Partial: During the post-exam appeal process, an applicant
could successfully contend that there are two correct answers
for each part of the question, as follows:

2.



The operating test overlaps the 2nd part of this test item since
the applicants will be using Attachment IA (Reactivity Control
Parameters) during the scenarios.

1.

T3 G2.1.43

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

Q#

69

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Cred Dist: Choice D (try and reclose the breaker again) is not
plausible because of safety concerns with closing the breaker
onto an energized Bus; the justification for plausibility was
associated with stroke times on a MOV. One way to fix the
plausibility issue is to modify the stem to say the breaker is in
the TEST position.
Partial: Choice C can always be correct because a
“troubleshooting plan” can involve writing a work order, etc.

2.

3.

Generate a Removal & Restoration Check Sheet IAW
SAP-0205, Status Control and Removal and Restoration.

Stem Focus: Although Choice A is not plausible for the reason
in Comment #1, it should be clarified as:

5.

A.

Stem Focus: The premise of the 3rd bullet is missing; was the
crew performing SOP-304, Section IV.A, Transferring BOP
Buses From Normal to Alternate Feed? Was the breaker in the
Test position when it failed to close?
4.

Suggest using a bank question that tests how many times a
tripped breaker can be reset since this, in a sense, is “managing
troubleshooting.”

Cred Dist: Choices A (Generate an LCO) is not plausible
because an RO applicant knows that Q#69 is an RO test item;
RO test items don’t require an applicant to know about
generating a Removal & Restoration Check Sheet. SAP-0205,
Attachment III identifies safety systems that have LCOs. The
ability to generate a R&R (tracking or action) is an SRO
responsibility.

1.

T3 G2.2.20 (process for managing troubleshooting)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

H

Q#

70

71

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

N

N

E/U

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Job-Link: The 1st part of the question goes beyond RO
knowledge and can be successfully contested in the post-exam
appeal space. The 1st part of the question requires the applicant
to know that a work order cannot be used to track inoperable
Tech Spec equipment; the Restoration & Removal Check Sheet
must stay “open.”
Cue: The 1st bullet tells the applicant that the annunciator is
associated with AFD instead of testing the applicants’
knowledge of the meaning of COMPTR ∆FLUX LMT EXCEEDS
(XCP-620, 2-4).
Stem Focus: The phrase “closed out to” in the 1st fill-in-theblank statement is slang.

2.

3.

4.

1.

The Tier 3 K/A topic requires testing a generic administrative
requirement that could pertain to any radiation monitoring
system, such all ARMs, source check requirements. For
example, HPP-904, Use of the Radiation Monitoring System,
specifies the administrative requirements for which radiation
monitor set points that can be adjusted by Operations.

Q=K/A: The proposed test item is an extension of Tier 2; the
proposed test item tests the first indicator of airborne radiation in
the Auxiliary Building (RM-A3, Main Plant Vent Exhaust Air
Monitor).

T3 G2.3.5 (ability to use rad monitoring systems)

Cred Dist: The 2nd part of Choices B/D (not required to
periodically perform surveillance tracking form while AFD alarm
is broken) is not plausible because the stem tells the applicant
that the alarm is required for the AFD TS Surveillance
requirement. NOT periodically performing a GTP-702 AFD
surveillance Form is non-conservative.

1.

T3 G2.2.43 (process to track inop alarms)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

F

Q#

72

73

2

2

2.
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x

Stem Cues T/F
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x

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

N

E

U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Partial: The RWP provided in the Supporting Documentation
indicated that a General RWP does contain a column item
related to Hot Particles; therefore, Choice C is also correct.

2.

Stem Focus: None of the bulleted information in the stem is
necessary, and the 1st part of the question can be simplified.
Suggest:

2.

EOP-6.0 contains ___(2)___ immediate action steps.

EOP-6.0, ECA-0.0 LOSS OF ALL ESF AC POWER, ___(1)___
entered without first entering EOP-1.0, E-0 REACTOR TRIP OR
SAFETY INJECTION.

WOOTF completes both statements IAW OAP-103.4,
EOP/FSP/AOP USER’S GUIDE?

The 2nd part of the test item (how EOP Immediate Action Steps
are marked) overlaps the operating exam because all scenarios,
and possible some JPMs, will have Immediate Action Steps.
1.

T3 G2.4.1 (Knowledge of EOP entry conditions and IOA steps)

Another idea is to test the RWP process for Operations
Personnel during an Emergency, when the time to use the
normal RWP process doesn’t exist.

Suggest testing VCS-HPP-0151 requirement related to General
RWPs are used when the dose to an individual are not expected
to exceed 10 mr for a single entry.

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices A/B (General RWP can be
used in LHRA) is not plausible because entering a LHRA is not
a desirable or routine activity.

1.

T3 G2.3.7 (ability to comply w/ RWP requirements)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

F

Q#

74

75

2

5

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

N

E

E

6.
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Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

If there is no testable information, then we may replace the K/A.

Suggest testing any differences between control room
communications requirements during normal and emergency
situations. Another idea is to test the RO applicants’ knowledge
of what the ERDS is for, or other emergency communications
equipment in the control room is for.

During our discussions about using an A.4 topic (instead of A.3)
for the ROs, you indicated that operators at VCS do not perform
emergency communicator duties. SAP-102, Statement of
Responsibilities – Operations, says that the Shift Test Specialist
performs the shift communicator role during emergencies. Is
the STS an AO? If so, then perhaps you can test this K/A topic,
since an RO must also be knowledgeable of AO duties.

Job-Link and/or LOD=5: An RO applicant can successfully
contend that this test item tests SRO-only knowledge, and goes
beyond the RO job responsibilities.

Stem Focus: None of the information above the stem question
is necessary.

2.

(within ten minutes of the break vs. some other plausible
activity or action)

If a faulted SG has been positively identified, EFW to the faulted
SG should be isolated ___(2)____.

(use of the Main Control Board CMC switch vs some other
plausible approach)

If control air is lost during throttling of EFW to maintain SG level,
____(1)____ to maintain SG level is permissible.

[Note: Consider each statement separately.]

WOOTF completes both statements IAW OAP-103.4,
EOP/FSP/AOP USERS GUIDE?

Suggest the following to ensure no overlap with Scenario 2:

The proposed test item will overlap Scenario 2.

1.

T3 G2.4.6 (Knowledge of EOP mitigation strategies)

1.

T3 G2.4.43 (Knowledge of emergency commo/techniques)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#
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2
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Focus
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U
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K/A Only

5. Other

4.

Partial: To ensure the 2nd part of each Choice mirrors the bases
wording (to minimize the possibility of no correct answer),
change the 2nd part of Choices A and C to:
3.

Partial: Suggest deleting the 5th bullet.

“fastest post-SGTR cooldown method”

And the 2nd part of Choices B and D to:

“minimizes radiological releases”

Cue: The only method listed twice is also the correct answer.
Suggest picking EOP-4.1B, ES-3.2 POST-SGTR COOLDOWN
USING BLOWDOWN, as the 1st part of Choice D to ensure
parallelism.

Suggest testing the applicants’ ability to determine whether the
Blowdown procedure (EOP-4.1B) can be used when the
condenser is unavailable, or whether the Steam Dump
procedure (EOP-4.1C) can be used when the condenser is
unavailable. For example, suggest changing the 1st part of the
question to test whether Blowdown or Steam Dump can/cannot
be used when the C-9 permissive is unavailable. The 2nd part of
the question can still test the Westinghouse basis for the
method.

Q=K/A: Choice A (SG Backfill is preferred) is always preferred,
regardless of when the condenser is/ is not available; therefore,
the applicants’ ability to assess viable alternatives when the
condenser is not available is not being tested.

2.

1.

T1G1 038 (SGTR-viable alternatives for placing plant in safe
condition when condenser unavailable) EA2.08

Explanation

8.

3

z

z

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

4. Job Content Flaws

E

E/U
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5. Other

N

H

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

3. Psychometric Flaws

78

2.
LOD
(1-5)

N

1.
LOK
(F/H)

77

Q#

Second Part: The prioritization of Westinghouse EOPs
(after E-0) is E2 (faulted)E3 (ruptured)E1(LOCA).
Since there is no SGTR, no LOCA, and because the A SG
is faulted (2nd bullet), then the next required procedure is
EOP-3.0 (E-2). Plant parameters that require direct entry
conditions into major EOPs is RO knowledge (ES-401,
Attachment 2, page 23 of 52).



If this K/A does not lend itself to the SRO-level, then we can
discuss replacing it.

First Part: Plant parameter entry conditions to Red/Orange
Path FRPs is RO knowledge (See ES-401, Attachment 2,
page 23 of 52). From an RO overall mitigative strategy
knowledge perspective, the FRPs always have priority,
after transitioning out of E-0. EOP-12.0 (F-0) identifies
that, unless least one SG level is > 41% (adverse
containment), a RED path exists. Since all SG levels are <
41%, then the 1st part of the question can be answered
using RO knowledge, that is, exiting EOP-15.0 is not
allowed, because FRPs have priority.



SRO-only: The correct answer to the proposed test item can be
deduced using RO knowledge as follows:

Partial: During the post-exam appeal process, an applicant can
successfully argue that there is no correct answer because the
RCP seal isolation valves were already closed at EOP 6.0, Step
15, before transitioning to EOP-6.2. Therefore, an applicant can
contend for the 2nd part of the fill-in-the-blank statement that
operators will NOT isolate the seal injection before starting a
Charging Pump, because seal injection was already isolated
earlier.
LOK: The question was designated as a memory or
fundamental knowledge test item, even though the applicant
needs to evaluate subcooling and EOP steps to obtain the
correct answer.
Stem Focus: The order of the 3rd and 4th bullets may need to be
reversed; seems more logical.

1.

2.

3.

T1G1 055 EG2.2.44

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

1.

T1G1 054 (Loss MFW-determine/interpret SF/FF trend recorder)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#
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3
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K/A Only

5. Other

Or is the statement saying that the operators will isolate the
RCP seals (for the first time) in EOP-6.2 (ECA-0.2)?

Is the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement saying that EOP-6.2 (ECA0.2) contains steps to isolate the seals?

Partial: The phrase “will direct” in the 2nd fill-in-the-blank
statement is subjective.

Let’s discuss the pros and cons of providing Tech Spec 3.8.2,
DC Sources, to the applicants as a reference for this test item.
Pro: Providing the reference adds plausibility to some of the
choices, but still allows testing the applicants’ knowledge of
Tech Spec 3.0.3. Cons?
Stem Focus: Suggest re-wording the first sentence to put initial
conditions before timeline. For example, “The unit is in Mode 3
with a plant startup in progress and Battery Charger XBC-1A-1B
is inoperable.”
Stem Focus: The details in the 3rd bullet (“..due to indications of
severe corrosion at some battery terminals..”) is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The hash-bullet in the 6/10/17 Time 0745 item can
be streamlined: “ - One (1) battery cell does not meet the
surveillance voltage requirement”

1.

2.

3.
4.

T1G1 058 AA2.02

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

1.

The objective of Sample Question Comment #1 (see above) was still
not achieved; the revised question still has virtually the same flaw: An
applicant can contend that there is technically no correct answer to
the 2nd part of the question because the seals were previously
isolated in EOP-6.0 (ECA-0.0), Attachment 9, Locally Operated
Isolation Valves.

T1G1 055 (SBO-interpret/understand actions/directives) EG2.2.4

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#
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E

E
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K/A Only

5. Other

Cue: Two cells not meeting their SR is not necessary to elicit
the correct response.

Is the question asking whether it’s physically possible to
align XTF5052 to 1DA or 1DB when a XTF-5 Lockout
Condition?



Stem Focus: The word “the” may be missing after the first word
in the 2nd stem question: “Is the XTF5052 ..” Also, the words
“Alternate AC” should be inserted. For example:

3.

“Is the XTF5052 Alternate AC Source credited in the safety
analysis, in accordance with the bases for TS 3.8.1, AC
Sources?”

Stem Focus: The 2nd Current Conditions bullet (reactor has
tripped) is not necessary.

Since the first word (“Can”) is subjective, this test item is
vulnerable to post-exam comments related to no correct answer,
or Choice D being the correct answer.

Is the question asking if procedures allow aligning
XTF5052 to 1DA or 1DB with a XTF-5 Lockout Condition
present? OR



Partial: The word “Can” in the1st stem question is vague:

2.

1.

T1G1 077 (Gen Grid Disturbance – TS bases for LCOs) AG2.2.25

1.

Sample Question Comments #2 and #3 (see above) were
incorporated; however, the sample question was changed from one
connected cell not meeting its surveillance requirement to TWO
connected cells both not meeting their SR.

T1G1 058 (Loss DC Power – det/interp 125VDC bus volt, low/crit
low, alarm) AA2.02

Explanation

8.

F

F
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Q=K/A: The proposed test item doesn’t test the applicants’
knowledge of system set points, interlocks, and (or) auto-actions
as they relate to EOP-15 (FR-H.1), Loss of Secondary Heat
Sink, or as they relate to a yellow path in EOP-12.0 (F-0),
Monitoring of CSFSTs.

2.

4-2-18: Replaced K/A with AA2.02 (Corrective actions required for
high fission product activity in RCS.

Stem Focus: The bolded sentence (ASSUME NO OPERATOR
ACTIONS) conflicts with the 1st stem question.

3.

The test item could test the SRO applicants’ knowledge of
whether or not the ARP provides step-by-step guidance to
maximize LD flowrate, such that SOP-102 is not needed to
be referred to and the 2nd part of the question would still fit
the K/A topic. This would be testing procedure selection
and related Tech Spec Bases information.
Since the 2nd part of all four Choices is unique, the 1st part of the
test item is not being tested.



It may be difficult to hit the CVCS LD flow rate portion of the K/A
at the SRO level. Here is one way that may work for hitting the
CVCS LD flow rate portion of the K/A at the SRO-level:

Q=K/A and/or SRO-only: The entire K/A must be hit at the
SRO-level; the 2nd portion of the question, which tests the CVCS
LD flow rate knowledge, is RO knowledge of the overall
mitigative strategy for high RCS activity. This is a tough K/A.

2.

1.

T1G2 076 (High Rx Coolant Activity – CVCS LD flow rate) AA2.05

SRO-only: The proposed test item tests general
design/function/capacity of the EFW System (See IB-3, EFW
System Course Handout, General Description). Even though
the EFW System capacity (to deliver 380 gpm to two SGs at
1211 psig) is included in the Tech Spec Bases, EFW System
capacity is RO knowledge.

1.

T1G1 WE05 (Inadeq Heat Xfer-Loss Secondary Heat Sink – system
set points, interlocks, and auto-actions associated with EOP entry)
EG2.4.2

Explanation

8.
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Partial: The phrase “checked for a potential transition” is
subjective; an applicant could contend there is no correct
answer, or not enough information provided, since Sub cooling,
EFW, and SG NR levels aren’t provided parameters. The subbullet is confusing (“Operators just checked for a potential
transition to EOP-1.2, SI Termination.)”

2.

Q=K/A: Sample plan item WE09 is identified on page 4.5-23 of
the PWRK/A Catalog as a Westinghouse EOP, which
corresponds to EOP-1.3, Natural Circ Cooldown, at VCS. The
proposed test item is written to test AOP-900.02, CR
Abandonment with Fire, even though the K/A is WE09.
SRO Only: It’s not clear which 10 CFR55.43(b) item the
proposed test item was intended to target. IF the intent was to
target 55.43(b)(5) [procedure selection], THEN the proposed
test item falls short because the stem tells the applicant the
procedure, and how to cooldown the plant from outside the
control room can be an overall mitigative strategy RO
knowledge. It’s much cleaner from an SRO-only aspect to
provide the applicants with a choice of procedures when
55.43(b)(5) is being targeted.

1.

2.

T1G2 WE09 EG2.1.30

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Note: The 2nd portion of the question can be answered with RO
knowledge that the steam dumps aren’t available during a loss of all
offsite power; however, since the 1st part of the test item is SRO
procedure selection related to the LOCA Cooldown/Depress K/A
topic, then this test item is acceptable for Q=K/A and SRO-only.

Or is the crew at EOP-2.0, Step 20?

Is the crew at EOP-2.0, Step 10?

RO Q#17 and Q#41 already test the knowledge of the RWST
level swap over value, as well as the RHR Sump level limit
value; these values are required for this test item. Duplication
and overlap between the RO test items and this test item should
be eliminated.

1.

T1G2 WE03 (LOCA Cooldown/Depress – execute procedure steps)

Explanation

8.
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5. Other

Cred Dist: Choice D (go to EOP-1.4 Steam Void) is not
plausible because the stem contains no information that could
be misconstrued as a large variation in PZR level, or a RVLIS
indication value.
Stem Focus: The phrase “and increase cooldown rate” in
Choices A and D is not necessary.
LOK: The proposed test item appears to be higher cog; let’s
discuss.

2.

3.
4.

2.

1.

the loss of the Containment Barrier (ruptured SG faulted
outside of containment via stuck open PORV)

-combined with-

the loss of the RCS Barrier (SI required due to SGTR)

Stem Focus: The word “that” in the 2nd fill-in-the-blank
statement is subjective.

One way to test the EOP-17.0 topic via the E-plan is EAL Chart
System Function 8 (CTMT Isolation Failure) SU8.2,
Containment pressure > 12 psig AND < one full train of
depressurization equipment (Table S-4) operating per design for
> 15 minutes.

The intent of the high containment pressure EOP-17.0 topic is
not being tested, since neither a EAL classification based on
high containment pressure, nor the EOP-17.0 procedure
selection topic, is being tested.





Q=K/A: The proposed test item tests the applicants’ ability to
determine that the highest required EAL classification is due to:

Note: WE14 is High Containment Pressure (K/A Catalog page 4.537); at VCS this is the equivalent of EOP-17.0 (FR-Z.1), Response to
High Reactor Building Pressure.

T1G2 WE14 (Loss of CTMT – adhere to procedures) EA2.2

Cue: The 11th bullet (5th Current Conditions bullet) is not
necessary to elicit the correct response.

1.

A new test item was provided based on the Sample Question
comments (see above); however, the following new flaws exist:

T1G2 WE09 (Nat Circ – locate/operate components/local) EG2.1.30

Explanation

8.
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SRO-only: Since the 2nd part of all four choices is unique, then
an applicant can determine the correct answer without knowing
the answer to the 1st part of the question.
Cred Dist: An applicant can eliminate Choice D without knowing
anything about the evolution. The 1st part of Choice D (Loss of
Coolant NOT requiring SI) conflicts with the 2nd part of Choice D
(first action is to initiate SI). If the applicant used that logic to
eliminate Choice D, he/she would be correct.

2.

3.

1st part: The Unit is in Mode 4; therefore, the correct
procedure is the AOP for Shutdown Modes, which is AOP112.1, Shutdown LOCA. ROs are required to know plant
modes; the title of AOP-112.1 is “Shutdown.”
2nd part: The overall AOP-112.1 mitigative strategy is RO
knowledge, which is using the charging system into the
cold legs vs the normal charging flow path.





SRO-only: The first and 2nd parts of the question can be
answered with RO knowledge:

If this K/A is difficult to test at the SRO level, then we can discuss
replacing the K/A.

1.

Sample question Comment #2 and #3 (see above) were
incorporated; however, Comment #1 was not addressed in the
revised test item.

T2G1 004 (CVCS – diagnose/recognize trends w ref mat’l) G2.4.47

SRO-only: Plant parameter AOP entry conditions is RO
knowledge; the first part of the question is testing the knowledge
that when in Mode 1 or 2, then AOP-101.1 is required. The title
of AOP-112.1 is Shutdown LOCA and the unit is in Mode 3.
Mode 3 is Hot Standby.

1.

T2G1 004 G2.4.47

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

Explanation

8.
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Cue: The last portions of the 2nd part of Choices A/B (to
reenergize bus/locally start EDG) are not necessary to elicit the
correct response. Instead, suggest re-working the 2nd part of
Choices A/B as AOP-304.1A entry is/ is NOT required.
Partial: To ensure the answers are not subjective, suggest
deleting the last phrase of the stem question (“..to maintain core
cooling”)
Stem Focus and/or Cue: The last phrase in Choice C (“..to
preserve the RWST”) is not necessary.
Stem Focus and/or Cue: The last phrase in Choice D (“..to
maintain a water source for Charging”) is not necessary.
Stem Focus: The 3rd stem bullet includes the word “just”, which
interjects event timeline confusion; did the XTF004 Lockout
happen before the “A” EDG stopped?

3.

4.
5.
6.

Choices A/B (stay in EOP-2.2 (ES-1.3)) are not plausible with all
of the sub-bullet information presented the way that it is.

Cue and/or Cred Dist: The 1st sub-bullet (Operators reading
Step 6 words), and the last sub-bullet (MVG-8812B), are not
necessary to elicit the correct response.

2.

1.

2016 NRC Exam

T2G1 005 (RHR-predict impact RHR vlv malf, use proc’s) A2.02

Explanation

8.
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“A” CCW pump is running with its switch in NORMAL AFTER
START”

Stem Focus: The words “the associated”, in the 3rd and 4th
bullets, are not necessary. Suggest shortening each Choice to:

“Is MODE 4 entry allowed in the current condition?”

Stem Focus: The phrase “within the next 48 hours” is not
necessary. Why is it included? The 2nd stem question can be
simply put as:

“C” CCW is OFF, aligned electrically to the “B” Loop, and its
supply breaker is racked UP.”

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (B CCW operable with
breaker failure issue) is not plausible because the stem says
that the “C” CCW Pump Breaker has a problem, and it is aligned
to the “B” Loop. Suggest revising the last bullet to say:

SRO-only: The 1st part of the test item can be answered based
on RO knowledge that a EDG auto-start requires using SOP306 to ensure equipment alignment and to adjust bus
frequency/voltage, and plant parameter AOP entry conditions.
Partial: Choice C (Enter AOP-301.1 first) is also correct
because there is no VCS procedure that provides guidance on
which of these two procedures is required to be entered first;
both procedures are applicable to the stem conditions, and
could also be implemented concurrently.
Stem Focus: The Choices for the 2nd part of the question should
be worded as “is/ is NOT required.” This way, the applicants’
knowledge of the logic is more clearly being tested, instead of
having the Choices worded as “will/ will NOT.”

1.

2.

3.

T2G1 064 (EDG- pred load, VARS, air comp; use procs) A2.02

3.

2.

1.

T2G1 008 (CCW-perform procedures all modes) G2.1.23

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

H

Q#

90

91

2

3

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

M

B

E

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: Suggest including “Action B” in the 4th stem bullet,
and shortening the title of TS 3.4.6 as:

2.

4.

Partial: The phrase “this condition was” in the 2nd fill-in-theblank statement is vague; suggest replacing with “the power
level is”, for example:
3.

The distracter analysis (only) contains a typo; the distracter
analysis refers to LT-460 being out-of-tolerance even though
LT-461 is out-of-tolerance.

The earliest time at which the power level is required to be
established is __(2)____.

Cue: Providing OAP-106.1, Attachment 1, Pages 29 & 30 is not
necessary to elicit the correct response; suggest only providing
TS Page 3/4 3-3. The 1st part of both choices is not 75% power;
therefore, the applicants know there is more than one channel
failure.

No corrective maintenance has been completed.”

“Current time is 1300:

Cue: The 1300 bullet use of the plural form of problem(s) is not
necessary to elicit the correct response. Suggest changing it to:

2.

1.

T2G2 011 (PZRLC- interpret CR indication, verify status) G2.2.44

NOTE: TSR 1007 (Page after TS Page 3/4 0-2) states that the 25%
extension can’t be used for action statements.

“Manual leak rate calculations are being done to satisfy
Surveillance 4.4.6.2.1.d in accordance with Action B of TS 3.4.6,
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE.”

Stem Focus: Suggest replacing the word “has” with “was” in the
3rd bullet to be chronologically accurate with the timeline.

1.

T2G1 073 (PRM-predict detector failure, use procedures) A2.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

Q#

92

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

N

E/U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

4.

3.

Cred Dist: The plausibility of the 2nd part of Choices B/D (EOP4.0 entry not required with SGTR) is questionable because of
the wording of the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement. To easily
remedy, suggest including a Time 0325 bullet that states:

2.

Stem Focus: The 1st fill-in-the-blank statement phrase “as it
applies to the RM=G19B radiation monitor readings checked in
step 7” can be shortened, as in Comment #3 suggestion.

(during routine plant operations vs. after the reactor trip)

In accordance with the bases for EOP-3.1, Step 7, “normal”
means the value of a processed parameter ___(1)___.

Cred Dist: The plausibility of the 1st part of Choices C/D (EOP
bases for Step 7 decision is “expectations”) is questionable
because these Choices contain the phrase “that are expected”
(vs. just saying after the reactor trip). To easily remedy,
suggest revising the 1st fill-in-the-blank statement, and Choices
C/D, as:

“Exiting EOP-3.1 at Step 7, and transferring to EOP-4.0, E-3
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE, __(2)__ required.”
(is vs is NOT)

and revising the 2nd fill-in-the-blank statement as:

“Chemistry samples of SG secondary sides has NOT been
completed.”,

The operational validity of all radiation alarms being clear after
uncontrolled depressurization of all SGs, concurrent with a
SGTR, is questionable. We need to see this on the simulator
and discuss.

1.

T2G2 072 (ARM – knowledge of EOP bases) G2.4.18

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

F

Q#

93

94

2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x

Cred. Partial Job- Minutia #/ BackDist.
Link
units ward

3. Psychometric Flaws

x

x

x

M

N

U

E/U

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The phrase “be able to” should be inserted to the
Time 0705 bullet as:

3.

Q=K/A: The proposed test item does not test temporary
management directives.
SRO-only: The correct answer can be determined using RO
knowledge of “who” has responsibility for the overall site vs
“who” has responsibility for the unit. The SM checklist includes
site security keys (overall site) whereas CRS checklist includes
Bistable-SI and SPDS displays (unit).
The question is listed as “modified” however, it does not meet
the significantly modified criteria in ES-401 (page 9 of 52)
because one pertinent condition in the stem has not been
changed from the original version.
Stem Focus: The acronyms should be spelled out.

1.
2.

3.

4.

SAMPLE QUESTION RECEIVED 12-19-17

“A Fire Brigade member is responding and reported that she
should be able to extinguish the fire within the next five
minutes.”

Partial: Is the fire on the IB-427 ‘ elevation the cause of the fuel
oil line damage? If not, then the SA.9.1 Alert classification
criteria may not be met, that is, no correct answer. Ensure the
operational validity of the IB-427 elevation fire in context of EDG
fuel oil line damage.

The SRO aspect for this K/A could be satisfied by testing fire
protection program administrative requirements, such as
compensatory actions associated with degraded or inoperable
FP headers, sprinkler systems, etc. (See ES-401, Attachment
2, Section II.A (page 19 of 52) for examples of Conditions and
Limitations in the Facility License.

Q=K/A and/or SRO-only: The entire K/A must be hit at the
SRO-level; the 2nd portion of the question, which tests the SRO
applicants’ ability to classify an emergency, has nothing to do
with the low FP header pressure K/A topic. The 1st part of the
question can be answered with RO knowledge that the electricdriven fire pump lost power, and start of alternate fire pumps is
required to maintain header pressure.

2.

1.

T2G2 086 (Fire Prot – predict low hdr press, use procedures) A2.02

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

F

x

Q#
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2

3

2.
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(1-5)

x

x

x

x
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Focus
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x
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B

N

U

E

6.
7.
Source Status
Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The phrase “..to acknowledge receipt” in the stem
question is not necessary.
Stem Focus: Based on Comment #1, suggest adding the word
“licensed” before the word “watch standers” in the stem
question.

2.
3.

Will the Master Overload still provide overload protection
when TS-1 is in the BYPASS position?



LOK: The proposed test item tests the following two memory
(lower cog) aspects; the question is marked as higher cog:

4.

Whose authorization and concurrence is required to use
the TS-1 Overload Bypass Switch?

Stem Focus: There are multiple opportunities to minimize the
reading burden for this test item, which may include eliminating
all the information above the stem question.

3.



Cue: The term “Master Overload” in the 2nd fill-in-the-blank
statement is not necessary to elicit the correct response.

Note: The 1st part of the test item tests the K/A topic.

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices C/D (use of TS-1 doesn’t
require SRO concurrence) is not plausible because a NRC
licensed SRO is always required to be involved with core
alterations.

2.

1.

T3 G2.1.40 (knowledge of refueling admin requirements)

Cue: The 2nd column of information (type of NRC license) is not
necessary to elicit the correct response.

1.

The sample question (above) was replaced with a new test item;
however, the following flaw(s) exist(s):

T3 G2.1.15 (Knowledge admin req’ts for temporary mgmt. directives)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H

F

Q#
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2

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x
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5. Other

Stem Focus: The 3rd bullet is vague, that is, “being returned to
an OPERABLE status”; the bullet should say “has just been
returned to an OPERABLE status.” The reason (after corrective
maintenance) is not necessary.

3.

1.

The __(2)___ is responsible for approving all BARs that will
exceed this time limit.

All Bypass Authorization Requests (BARs) should be restored to
normal within __(1)___.

WOOTF completes both statements in accordance with SAP148, TEMPORARY BYPASS, JUMPER, AND LIFTED LEAD
CONTROL?

Stem Focus and/or Partial: The reading burden and chance of
an applicant contending a partially correct answer, or no correct
answer, can be minimized by re-wording the question as:

T3 G2.2.5 (knowledge of process for design/operating changes)

Stem Focus: The term “procedural tool” is subjective; suggest
re-working the 2nd part of the test item to test which Attachment
is required to be updated after the pump is returned to service.

This can easily be remedied by removing the EOOS piece (but
keep BISI), and change “Reactor Operator” to “Balance of Plant
Operator.”

Cred Dist: The 1st part of Choices A/B (RO updates the EOOS
Computer Program) is not plausible because the OATC is
responsible for monitoring the reactor, and not getting caught up
in peripheral activities, and updating the EOOS Computer
Program to ensure actual equipment TS status is always SRO
function.

2.

1.

T3 G2.2.23 (ability to track LCOs)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

x

Q#

98

2

2.
LOD
(1-5)

x

x

Stem Cues T/F
Focus

4. Job Content Flaws

x
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units ward
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M

E

6.
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Q= SRO B/M/N U/E/S
K/A Only

5. Other

Stem Focus: The last (6th) stem bullet is not necessary; suggest
moving procedure number/title into the steam question.
LOK: This test item may be higher cog; let’s discuss.

4.

The sub-bullets are missing clarification that the AO action
is not needed to save a life; therefore, it is conceivable that
operating the plant equipment must be for lifesaving
efforts.



3.

A LOCA outside of containment exists and the AO is
needed to operate plant equipment; this does not eliminate
the assumption that the operation of the plant equipment
would prevent a core melt and is needed to save valuable
equipment.



Cue: The 3rd bullet (SM relieved of duties after TSC manned
and activated) is not needed to elicit the correct response.

It is not clear whether normal 10CFR20 exposure limits
were suspended (See EPP-020, Items 4.a and 4.b), and
the stem question doesn’t say in accordance with
Attachment III, Guidance on Dose Limits For Workers
Performing Emergency Services. Therefore, Choice A is
also correct since 5 rem is the 10CFR20 annual
occupational exposure limit.



Partial: The 4th stem bullet (and its sub-bullets) can likely result
in a post-exam contention that there is no correct answer to the
1st part of the question.

2.

1.

T3 G2.3.4 (Knowledge of rad exposure limits under normal/emerg)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
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H
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A.

No additional shift manning actions are required; minimum
crew composition requirements are met.

Cred Dist: The plausibility of Choice A can be enhanced
(because Choice A implies no CR will be written, etc.) by rewording it as:

One of the four AOs is also a Fire Brigade Member

o

The shift manager must only fill a vacant Fire Brigade
position within a maximum of 2 hours.

C.

Note: The SRO knowledge being tested is Tech Spec Table 6.2-1,
including whether the 2 hour allowance is acceptable for the
situation.

“WOOTF is the minimum required action that must be taken, if
any, to ensure AO and Fire Brigade Shift Manning requirements
are met IAW OAP-100.6?”

5. Partial: The stem question should be revised to say:

The shift manager must only fill a vacant AO watch position
within a maximum of 2 hours.

B.

4. Stem Focus: Choices B and C should be clarified with the word
“only” as:

3.

One of the four AOs is also a Fire Brigade Operations
Advisor

o

Four fully qualified AOs reported for the on-coming shift

Stem Focus: The way the 5th bullet AO information is presented
is confusing; it may be clearer to the applicants as:

2.


Cue: The only Choice that the bolded underlined statement
would ever apply to is also the correct answer.

1.

T3 G2.4.26 (knowledge of fire brigade & portable fire equip use)

Explanation

8.

1.
LOK
(F/H)

H
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5. Other

2.

1.

Another idea may be to test the VCS administrative
requirement(s) for discovering plant equipment that may
have been sabotaged. For example, VCS administrative
requirements for sequestering the equipment and/or NRC
notification requirements.



Stem Focus: The word “protester”, “intruder”, “person”, and “he”
are used interchangeably in the Time 1230 and 1400 events;
suggest not using the word “he” because it may be confusing
whether this means the guard or the intruder. Also suggest
using the word “protester” instead of “intruder.”

One idea is to test the applicants’ knowledge of the E-plan
Bases for the definition of a “Hostile Action.” For example,
the proposed test item could be modified to only include
stem information related to equipment sabotage (without the
hostile intruder/protester bullets).



LOD=1.5: The proposed test item will provide no discriminatory
value on the exam; the premise of the question is testing a
physically “hostile”, and the only thing being tested is the
difference between the owner-controlled vs protected area,
which is GET knowledge.

T3 G2.4.28 (Emerg Procedures relating to sabotage)

Explanation

8.

